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Abstract
Hashing functions play a fundamental role in modern cryptography. Such functions pro-
cess data of finite length and produce a small fixed size output referred to as a digest or
hash. Typical applications of these functions include data integrity verification and mes-
sage authentication schemes. With the ever increasing amounts of data that needs to be
hashed, the throughput of hashing functions becomes an important factor.
This work presents and compares high performance FPGA implementations of SHA-
512, Whirlpool and a recently proposed parallelizable hash function, PHASH. The novelty
of PHASH is that it is able to process multiple data blocks at once, making it suitable for
achieving ultra high-performance. It utilizes the W cipher, as described in Whirlpool, at
its core. The SHA (SHA-0, SHA-1, SHA-2) family of functions is one of the first widely
accepted standards for hashing. According to currently published literature, the fastest
SHA-512 (a variant of SHA-2) implementation achieves a throughput of 1550 Mbps. A
recently introduced hashing function, Whirlpool, provides comparable security to SHA-
512 and is able to achieve much better performance. According to currently published
literature, the fastest Whirlpool implementation achieves a throughput of 4896 Mbps. The
proposed PHASH hash function greatly outperforms both SHA-512 and Whirlpool.
All implementations are targeted for the state-of-the-art Xilinx Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA.
The SHA-512 implementation attains a throughput of 1828 Mbps, and Whirlpool attains
7687 Mbps. PHASH achieves a throughput over 15 Gbps using a single W cipher instance.
Using 8 W cipher instances a throughput over 100 Gbps is achieved and 16 instances pro-
vide a throughput over 182 Gbps.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cryptographic hash functions are related to general hash functions, however they exhibit
additional properties that general hash functions do not necessarily have. Such functions
map a finite input into a small fixed size output, sometimes referred to as a digest. A
good hashing function has pre-image resistance, 2nd pre-image resistance and collision re-
sistance. Pre-image resistance means that it should be computationally infeasible to find
any input which produces a digest equal to a pre-specified output. 2nd pre-image resis-
tance means that it should be computationally infeasible to find any second input which
has the same output as any specified input. Collision resistance means that it should be
computationally infeasible to find two different inputs which hash to the same output.
Hashing functions can be divided into two categories: keyed and un-keyed. Keyed hash
functions are used in message authentication schemes. Such functions take as an input, not
only the data to be hashed, but also a 2nd parameter, referred to as the key. The hashing
algorithm uses the actual data along with the provided key to generate a hash.
Un-keyed functions are generally used to verify data integrity. The original data is
passed through the function and the resulting digest is saved. At a later time a copy of the
data is hashed and the two hashes are compared. If they are the same, for all intents and
purposes, the original data and the copy are identical. However, if they differ, the integrity
of the copy is not to be trusted, as the data may have been altered as a result of transmission
errors, or even worse, it may have been altered by an outside source for malicious purposes.
A more in-depth description and analysis of hashing functions can be found in [15].
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Hashing functions are computationally intensive. Due to the iterative nature of such
functions, implementations of these algorithms cannot take advantage of techniques such
as parallelism in order to improve performance. General purpose processors are not well
suited to efficiently execute the fundamental operations required for a given hashing algo-
rithm. In order to increase performance hardware implementations of such algorithms are
developed.
With the emergence of new hashing functions there must exist a way to compare and
contrast them. It is important to differentiate between software and hardware implementa-
tions when performing such comparisons.
Software implementations, executed on general purpose processors, are used in many
authentication protocols as well as in standalone applications. Hardware implementations,
created using specialized circuitry, are often used in devices where it is impractical or
impossible to use a software implementation, such as embedded systems or high speed
networking devices. Execution time and memory usage are two metrics that can be used to
compare software implementations. The lower the execution time and memory usage the
more favorable a hashing function is. In hardware, execution time as well as overall area
are two important metrics that need to be considered. For such implementations it is often
the case that execution time can be decreased at the cost of increased overall area. The
area can be calculated in terms of the physical size the resulting implementation occupies
as well as by the number of logic gates used in order to realize it.
Hardware implementations can be used in order to achieve a much lower execution
time than can be provided by software. Hardware devices such as FPGAs provide highly
optimized operations that hashing algorithms require. As a result such implementations
typically outperform software by several orders of magnitude.
2
Chapter 2
SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH
All of the hashing functions investigated in this work produce 512 bit hash values. SHA-
512 and PHASH operate on 1024 bit chunks, or blocks, of data. Whirlpool performs com-
putations on 512 bit blocks of data at one time.
2.1 SHA-512
SHA-512 is one of the five variants belonging to the SHA family of hashing functions. The
other functions include SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256 and SHA-384. In August 2002, the
SHA family, excluding SHA-224, was announced as a new standard as defined in the FIPS
PUBS 180-2. In February 2004, a change to FIPS PUBS 180-2 included SHA-224 in the
standard.
SHA-512 operates on messages less than 2128 bits or over 1025 terabytes, in length. It
is an iterative algorithm consisting of four stages: message padding, message expansion,
message compression and the hash update. In order to process a single block of data 80
iterations, or rounds, of the message compression stage are performed. Figure 2.1 shows a
high level block diagram of the stages involved in the SHA-512 hashing algorithm. A more
detailed diagram is shown in Figure 2.2.
The notation shown in Table 2.1 will be used to facilitate the description of the SHA-
512 hashing algorithm. The SHA-512 algorithm requires evaluation of six logical func-
tions every iteration. These functions consist of simple operations such as shift, rotate and
3
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Figure 2.1: High level block diagram depicting the structure of the SHA-512 hashing algorithm
exclusive-or, referred to as ⊕ throughout the rest of this work. The function definitions are
shown in Table 2.2.
The algorithm also requires two sets of constants: the initial hash value and a matrix,
Kt, consisting of the first 64 bits of the fractional parts of the cube roots of the first 80
prime numbers. The initial hash value constants are shown in Table 2.3. Table 2.4 contains
the Kt constants. The values are oriented in a left to right, top to bottom fashion to save
space. The Kt constants are used in the message compression stage of the algorithm.
2.1.1 Message padding
In order to ensure that the data to be hashed is aligned on the appropriate bit boundary
a padding stage, also known as Merkle-Damga˚rd strengthening is performed on the data
to be hashed. First a single ’1’ bit is appended to the end of the message, followed by
a variable number of ’0’ bits. The number of ’0’ bits appended is such that the message
length becomes a multiple of 896. Then the length of the original message, before any
padding has been done, is appended as an unsigned 128 bit integer. As a result, padding
4
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Figure 2.2: Detailed block diagram depicting the structure of the SHA-512 hashing algorithm [13]
produces a message that is an exact multiple of 1024 bits.
2.1.2 Message expansion
The message expansion stage generates the message schedule by performing a series of
operations on the data contained in the current 512-bit block as shown in Table 2.5. This
results in a message schedule consisting of 5120 bits of data, since each Wt is 64 bits long,
and there are 80 such Wt’s, one for each iteration of the message schedule. It should be
noted that the first 1024 bits of the message schedule consists simply of the data block
currently being operated on.
2.1.3 Message compression
The message compression stage takes the 5120 bits generated by the message schedule
and compresses them to 512 bits. These bits are used to represent the hash value of the
current block. During the first iteration, working variables a through h are initialized with
the values shown in Table 2.3. Just like the message expansion stage, this stage consists of
80 iterations. For each iteration, t, the sequence of operations performed is shown in Table
2.6. After 80 iterations are completed the values of a through h are used in the hash update
stage.
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a though h 64 bit working variables used in the computation of hash values
H ij The j
th 64-bit word of the ith hash value
Kt Constant used in the tth iteration of the message compression stage
M ij The j
th 64-bit word of the ith block of the original message to be hashed
N Number of blocks in the padded message
T1 , T2 Temporary variables used in the message compression stage
Wt The tth 64-bit word generated by the message schedule
+ Addition modulo 264
∨ Logical OR operation
∧ Logical AND operation
⊕ Exclusive-or operation
¬ Bitwise complement operation
ROTRn(x) Circular shift right of x by n positions
SHRn(x) Shift right of x by n positions. Values shifted in are ’0’ bits
Table 2.1: Notation used to facilitate the description of the SHA-512 hashing algorithm [7]
2.1.4 Hash update
The initial hash value represented by H0j is initialized using the constants shown in Table
2.3. The hash update stage simply accumulates the final values of a through h after the
message compression completes. In other words, the hash update stage executes once for
each data block of the padded message. The accumulated values are stored in the H ij
variables as shown in Table 2.7. The final hash value consists of the concatenation of HN0
through HN7 .
6
Ch(x, y, z) = (x ∧ y)⊕ (¬x ∧ z)
Maj(x, y, z) = (x ∧ y)⊕ (x ∧ z)⊕ (y ∧ z)
Σ0(x) = ROTR28(x)⊕ROTR34(x)⊕ROTR39(x)
Σ1(x) = ROTR14(x)⊕ROTR18(x)⊕ROTR41(x)
σ0(x) = ROTR1(x)⊕ROTR8(x)⊕ SHR7(x)
σ1(x) = ROTR19(x)⊕ROTR61(x)⊕ SHR6(x)
Table 2.2: Definitions of logic functions used in the SHA-512 hashing algorithm [7]
a = H00 = 6A09E667F3BCC908x
b = H01 = BB67AE8584CAA73Bx
c = H02 = 3C6EF372FE94F82Bx
d = H03 = A54FF53A5F1D36F1x
e = H04 = 510E527FADE682D1x
f = H05 = 9B05688C2B3E6C1Fx
g = H06 = 1F83D9ABFB41BD6Bx
h = H07 = 5BE0CD19137E2179x
Table 2.3: Initial hash value constants [7]
2.2 Whirlpool
Whirlpool is a hashing function developed by Vincent Rijmen and Paulo Barreto [4]. It
was one of the two hashing functions chosen, the other being the SHA-2 family of hashing
functions, as part of the NESSIE initiative [16]. The NESSIE project called for new hashing
algorithms to be developed and put through a rigorous 3 year evaluation and cryptographic
analysis. The Whirlpool hashing algorithm has also been included in the ISO/IEC 10118-3
standard [8].
Whirlpool operates on messages less than 2256 bits or over 1064 terabytes, in length.
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Kt =
428A2F98D728AE22x 7137449123EF65CDx B5C0FBCFEC4D3B2Fx E9B5DBA58189DBBCx
3956C25BF348B538x 59F111F1B605D019x 923F82A4AF194F9Bx AB1C5ED5DA6D8118x
D807AA98A3030242x 12835B0145706FBEx 243185BE4EE4B28Cx 550C7DC3D5FFB4E2x
72BE5D74F27B896Fx 80DEB1FE3B1696B1x 9BDC06A725C71235x C19BF174CF692694x
E49B69C19EF14AD2x EFBE4786384F25E3x 0FC19DC68B8CD5B5x 240CA1CC77AC9C65x
2DE92C6F592B0275x 4A7484AA6EA6E483x 5CB0A9DCBD41FBD4x 76F988DA831153B5x
983E5152EE66DFABx A831C66D2DB43210x B00327C898FB213Fx BF597FC7BEEF0EE4x
C6E00BF33DA88FC2x D5A79147930AA725x 06CA6351E003826Fx 142929670A0E6E70x
27B70A8546D22FFCx 2E1B21385C26C926x 4D2C6DFC5AC42AEDx 53380D139D95B3DFx
650A73548BAF63DEx 766A0ABB3C77B2A8x 81C2C92E47EDAEE6x 92722C851482353Bx
A2BFE8A14CF10364x A81A664BBC423001x C24B8B70D0F89791x C76C51A30654BE30x
D192E819D6EF5218x D69906245565A910x F40E35855771202Ax 106AA07032BBD1B8x
19A4C116B8D2D0C8x 1E376C085141AB53x 2748774CDF8EEB99x 34B0BCB5E19B48A8x
391C0CB3C5C95A63x 4ED8AA4AE3418ACBx 5B9CCA4F7763E373x 682E6FF3D6B2B8A3x
748F82EE5DEFB2FCx 78A5636F43172F60x 84C87814A1F0AB72x 8CC702081A6439ECx
90BEFFFA23631E28x A4506CEBDE82BDE9x BEF9A3F7B2C67915x C67178F2E372532Bx
CA273ECEEA26619Cx D186B8C721C0C207x EADA7DD6CDE0EB1Ex F57D4F7FEE6ED178x
06F067AA72176FBAx 0A637DC5A2C898A6x 113F9804BEF90DAEx 1B710B35131C471Bx
28DB77F523047D84x 32CAAB7B40C72493x 3C9EBE0A15C9BEBCx 431D67C49C100D4Cx
4CC5D4BECB3E42B6x 597F299CFC657E2Ax 5FCB6FAB3AD6FAECx 6C44198C4A475817x

Table 2.4: Kt constants used in the message compression stage [7]
Wt =
{
M ti 0 ≤ t ≤ 15
σ1(Wt−2) +Wt−7 + σ0(Wt−15) +Wt−16 16 ≤ t ≤ 79
Table 2.5: Operations performed in the message expansion stage [7]
It uses the Miyaguchi-Preneel compression scheme with a dedicated 512-bit block cipher
called W. This block cipher is strongly based on the structure of the AES [17]. Whirlpool
operates on the hash state using a chained key state. The hash state is computed based on
the input data to be hashed, whereas the key state is computed based on an initialization
vector. This vector consists of all ’0’ bits.
Figure 2.3 shows a block diagram of the Miyaguchi-Preneel compression scheme. Such
a scheme requires two inputs, mi and hi−1, where mi is the single block of data to be
compressed and hi−1, called the chaining variable, is the output of the previous iteration
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T1 = h+ Σ1(e) + Ch(e, f, g) +Kt +Wt
T2 = σ0(a) +Maj(a, b, c)
h = g
g = f
f = e
e = d+ T1
d = c
c = b
b = a
a = T1 + T2
Table 2.6: Operations performed in the message compression stage [7]
H i0 = H
i−1
0 + a
H i1 = H
i−1
1 + b
H i2 = H
i−1
2 + c
H i3 = H
i−1
3 + d
H i4 = H
i−1
4 + e
H i5 = H
i−1
5 + f
H i6 = H
i−1
6 + g
H i7 = H
i−1
7 + h
Table 2.7: Operations performed in the hash update stage [7]
of the Miyaguchi-Preneel compression scheme. The output of the current iteration hi,
is dependent on mi, the block of data currently being processed, hi−1, the output of the
previous iteration and wi, the output of the W block cipher.
2.2.1 Message padding
In order to ensure that the data to be hashed is aligned on the appropriate bit boundary a
padding stage is performed on the data to be hashed. First a single ’1’ bit is appended to
the end of the message, followed by a variable number of ’0’ bits. The number of ’0’ bits
appended is such that the message length becomes a multiple of 256. Then the length of
the original message, before any padding has been done, is appended as an unsigned 256
bit integer. As a result, padding produces a message that is an exact multiple of 512 bits.
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W+
mi
wi
hi-1
hi
Figure 2.3: Miyaguchi-Preneel compression scheme
2.2.2 Operation
Once the message has been padded it is ready to be processed. A block of data is organized
as an 8x8 array of bytes. In order to process a single block of data, 10 iterations, or rounds,
of the W cipher are applied. After 10 rounds, the Miyaguchi-Preneel compression scheme
is performed. This sequence repeats until all blocks have been processed. Figure 2.4 shows
a high level block diagram of the structure of Whirlpool. Figure 2.5 shows a more detailed
message 
padding
W cipher
round
message
compression
message
10 rounds
until all blocks are processed
Figure 2.4: High level block diagram of Whirlpool
structure of Whirlpool. Each round consists of four distinct stages: the non-linear stage
γ, the cyclic permutation stage pi, the linear diffusion stage θ and the key addition stage
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Figure 2.5: Detailed block diagram of Whirlpool [20]
σ. Initially the key addition stage σ is performed followed by all four stages performed se-
quentially. Each round also contains the key schedule which uses the four stages previously
mentioned.
2.2.3 Non-linear stage γ
The non-linear stage γ, simply remaps individual bytes to a different value. Each byte to
be remapped is first divided into two 4-bit nibbles. The more significant nibble is used to
represent a row index, and the less significant nibble represents a column index. The row
and column indices are then used as an address into a table. The table, called an S-box,
is organized as a 16x16 matrix consisting of all 256 possible permutations of 8-bit values.
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The current byte is then replaced with the byte at the given row and column index in the
S-box. Table 2.8 defines the S-box. The labels along the left side of the table indicate the
row indices and the labels along the top indicate the column indices.
0x 1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x Ax Bx Cx Dx Ex Fx
0x 18x 23x C6x E8x 87x B8x 01x 4Fx 36x A6x D2x F5x 79x 6Fx 91x 52x
1x 60x BCx 9Bx 8Ex A3x 0Cx 7Bx 35x 1Dx E0x D7x C2x 2Ex 4Bx FEx 57x
2x 15x 77x 37x E5x 9Fx F0x 4Ax DAx 58x C9x 29x 0Ax B1x A0x 6Bx 85x
3x BDx 5Dx 10x F4x CBx 3Ex 05x 67x E4x 27x 41x 8Bx A7x 7Dx 95x D8x
4x FBx EEx 7Cx 66x DDx 17x 47x 9Ex CAx 2Dx BFx 07x ADx 5Ax 83x 33x
5x 63x 02x AAx 71x C8x 19x 49x D9x F2x E3x 5Bx 88x 9Ax 26x 32x B0x
6x E9x 0Fx D5x 80x BEx CDx 34x 48x FFx 7Ax 90x 5Fx 20x 68x 1Ax AEx
7x B4x 54x 93x 22x 64x F1x 73x 12x 40x 08x C3x ECx DBx A1x 8Dx 3Dx
8x 97x 00x CFx 2Bx 76x 82x D6x 1Bx B5x AFx 6Ax 50x 45x F3x 30x EFx
9x 3Fx 55x A2x EAx 65x BAx 2Fx C0x DEx 1Cx FDx 4Dx 92x 75x 06x 8Ax
Ax B2x E6x 0Ex 1Fx 62x D4x A8x 96x F9x C5x 25x 59x 84x 72x 39x 4Cx
Bx 5Ex 78x 38x 8Cx D1x A5x E2x 61x B3x 21x 9Cx 1Ex 43x C7x FCx 04x
Cx 51x 99x 6Dx 0Dx FAx DFx 7Ex 24x 3Bx ABx CEx 11x 8Fx 4Ex B7x EBx
Dx 3Cx 81x 94x F7x B9x 13x 2Cx D3x E7x 6Ex C4x 03x 56x 44x 7Fx A9x
Ex 2Ax BBx C1x 53x DCx 0Bx 9Dx 6Cx 31x 74x F6x 46x ACx 89x 14x E1x
Fx 16x 3Ax 69x 09x 70x B6x D0x EDx CCx 42x 98x A4x 28x 5Cx F8x 86x
Table 2.8: Whirlpool 16x16 S-box
The S-box shown in Table 2.8 can be generated with the use of 4x4 mini S-boxes.
Figure 2.6 shows the definition of the 16x16 S-box using such components. Each of the
4x4 S-boxes takes a 4-bit input and produce a 4-bit output. The mappings for the E, E−1
and R mini S-boxes are shown in Table 2.9. The column heading represents the input into
the respective mini S-box. The value below a column heading represents the output of the
specific mini S-box.
u 0x 1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x Ax Bx Cx Dx Ex Fx
E(u) 1x Bx 9x Cx Dx 6x Fx 3x Ex 8x 7x 4x Ax 2x 5x 0x
E−1(u) Fx 0x Dx 7x Bx Ex 5x Ax 9x 2x Cx 1x 3x 4x 8x 6x
R(u) 7x Cx Bx Dx Ex 4x 9x Fx 6x 3x 8x Ax 2x 5x 1x 0x
Table 2.9: Mappings for E, E−1 and R mini S-boxes [20]
The purpose of this stage is to introduce non-linearity into the algorithm. This stage
is designed to exhibit no correlation between the linear combinations of input bits and the
linear combinations of output bits. Another property this stage is designed to have is that
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Figure 2.6: S-box definition using mini S-boxes [20]
differences between some set of input bits should not propagate into similar differences
among the corresponding output bits. This property is also known as the avalanche effect,
which refers to the idea that a small change in the input should cause a large change in the
output.
2.2.4 Cyclic permutation stage pi
In the cyclic permutation stage pi, each matrix column j is cyclically shifted downward by j
positions. Therefore the first column is left unchanged, the 2nd column is shifted downward
one position, the 3rd column is shifted downward two positions, and so on. Since the input
data is represented by an 8x8 matrix of bytes, column shifts move individual bytes from
one row to another, which is a linear distance of a multiple of 8 bytes. Also note that this
stage ensures that the 8 bytes of each row are spread out to 8 different rows.
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2.2.5 Linear diffusion stage θ
The linear diffusion stage θ, achieves diffusion within each row individually. This stage
consists of multiplication of the input data by a constant circulant matrix, C. A circulant
matrix is a matrix where each row vector is rotated one element to the right relative to the
preceding row vector. The matrix used in this stage is shown in Table 2.10.
C =

1 1 4 1 8 5 2 9
9 1 1 4 1 8 5 2
2 9 1 1 4 1 8 5
5 2 9 1 1 4 1 8
8 5 2 9 1 1 4 1
1 8 5 2 9 1 1 4
4 1 8 5 2 9 1 1
1 4 1 8 5 2 9 1

Table 2.10: Circulant matrix used in the linear diffusion stage θ [20]
In addition to being a circulant matrix, C is also designed to be a MDS matrix. Letting
A represent the current Whirlpool hash state as an 8x8 matrix, the output from this stage
will be B = A ∗ C , where ∗ denotes matrix multiplication. In the Whirlpool hashing
algorithm, the matrix multiplication is performed in the Galois field, GF(28), modulo the
reduction polynomial f(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1. Matrix multiplication consists of
element-wise multiplication and addition. In GF(28) addition is simply the ⊕ operation.
Multiplication in GF(28) is a more complicated process.
As an example, Equation 2.1 shows the computations required to determine the first
entry, b0,0, of the B matrix. ⊗ denotes multiplication in GF(28) and ⊕ denotes addition in
GF(28). All remaining entries of the B matrix are computed in a similar manner.
b0,0 = a0,0⊕ (9⊗a0,1)⊕ (2⊗a0,2)⊕ (5⊗a0,3)⊕ (8⊗a0,4)⊕a0,5⊕ (4⊗a0,6)⊕a0,7 (2.1)
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2.2.6 Key addition stage σ
The key addition stage σ, is the final stage in a single iteration of the W cipher. This stage
simply performs the ⊕ operation between all bits of the hash state and all bits of the round
key generated by the key schedule for that round. The output from this stage is used as the
input to the next iteration.
Key schedule
The key schedule is used to generate the round key for the current round. In the Whirlpool
hashing algorithm, not only is the hash value generated using the W cipher, the round key
used in the key addition stage of each iteration is also generated using the same cipher.
An initial 512-bit key is used as the input to the key schedule algorithm. This key
undergoes the non-linear stage γ, the permutation stage pi and the linear diffusion stage
θ in exactly the same manner as the hash state. The key addition stage σ for the key
schedule differs slightly from the key addition stage of hash state calculation. The output
of the linear diffusion stage θ undergoes the ⊕ operation with a round constant. The round
constant changes depending on the iteration being executed.
The round constant starts out as an 8x8 matrix of bytes, consisting of all ’0’ bits except
for the first row. The data in the first row of the round constant is replaced by data obtained
from the 16x16 S-box shown in Table 2.8. The first 64 bytes, or 8 entries, of the S-box
are copied into the first row of the round constant matrix to create the round constant for
that round. To create the round constant matrices for the remaining nine rounds successive
blocks of 64 bytes are copied from the 16x16 S-box, moving in a left-right and up-down
fashion. The key generated in the current round is used as an input into the key schedule
for the next round.
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2.3 PHASH
PHASH [10] is a hash function designed to allow computations on data blocks to be per-
formed in parallel. It consists of three stages: message padding, message compression and
message reduction. Figure 2.7 shows a high level diagram of the PHASH hashing function.
message 
padding
message 
compression
message
reduction
message
until 1 reduced block left
Figure 2.7: High level block diagram of PHASH
The message compression stage is where parallelism is used in order to increase through-
put. PHASH relies on a block cipher for message compression. Any sufficiently large block
cipher could be used for this purpose. For completeness, the W cipher, as presented in the
Whirlpool hashing function, will be used throughout this work.
All three hashing functions discussed use a constant number of bits, N , to encode the
message length during the message padding stage. In the case of SHA-512 and Whirlpool
the choice of N does not affect the actual hash computations. However for PHASH the
value ofN does affect these computations. For completeness, the value ofN used through-
out this work will be 128. PHASH operates on messages less than 2N bits in length.
Figure 2.8 shows a detailed block diagram of the PHASH hashing function.
2.3.1 Message padding
In order to ensure that the data to be hashed is aligned on the appropriate bit boundary a
padding stage is performed on the data to be hashed. First a single ’1’ bit is appended to
the end of the message, followed by a variable number of ’0’ bits. The number of ’0’ bits
appended is such that the message length becomes a multiple of 768. Then the length of
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Figure 2.8: Detailed block diagram of PHASH [10]
the original message, before any padding has been done, is appended as an unsigned 128
bit integer. As a result, padding produces a message that is an exact multiple of 896 bits.
2.3.2 Message compression
The message compression stage takes each 896-bit block,Xi, and partitions it into two sub-
blocks, Yi and Zi (not explicitly shown in Figure 2.8), where i represents the ith block of the
message to be hashed, after padding. Yi consists of the 384 most significant bits of Xi, and
Zi consists of the remaining 512 bits. The Yi block is concatenated with an unsigned 128
bit representation of i, producing a 512-bit block, Vi (not explicitly shown in Figure 2.8).
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Recall that the W cipher takes a 512-bit plaintext input and a 512-bit initial key. For each
Yi block the Vi block is used as the plaintext to the W cipher, and the Zi block is used as
the key to the W cipher. The 512-bit compressed block Ci is the resulting ciphertext. The
computation of the Ci’s can be performed in parallel, since the computations are performed
on independent blocks of data.
As previously mentioned the value of N has an effect on the hash computations. As
N is increased the number of bits used for the i counter also increases and as a result
every Yi block will absorb less of the message to be hashed resulting in an increased hash
computation time.
2.3.3 Message reduction
In the reduction phase the previously computed Ci blocks are reduced into Di blocks.
Computation of each Di block involves using the computed Ci blocks. The first 128 Ci
blocks undergo the ⊕ operation with each other. The next 128 Ci blocks undergo the
same operation. If less than 256 Ci blocks are computed, the remaining Ci blocks consist
of all ’0’ bits. As a result of the above process, 256 512-bit values are reduced to two
512-bit values. These two values are then fed into the W cipher as the key and plaintext,
respectively, and a single 512-bit ciphertext, D0 is produced as a result.
If more than 256 Ci blocks are computed, the next 256 Ci blocks are used in order to
generate D1 in the manner described above. The process continues until all Di blocks have
been generated. Then the same reduction process as previously described is applied to all
Di blocks until a single 512-bit value remains as a result of the reduction process. This
final 512-bit value represents the hash of the original message.
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Chapter 3
Supporting work
There are currently no papers published discussing the hardware implementation of the
PHASH algorithm, however there have been many papers published discussing hardware
implementations of the SHA-512, [1], [2], [5], [6], [9], [12], [13], [19] and Whirlpool al-
gorithms [3], [11], [14], [18], [20]. The implementations were generally targeted for either
high throughput or efficient resource utilization. Generally it is not possible to know, a
priori, which design choice for a given component will be the best in achieving the spe-
cific design goal. Whenever possible several descriptions and implementations of specific
components were presented. After implementation and execution of the algorithm with dif-
ferent components it was possible to comment on the quality of the given implementation
as it pertained to achieving either a high throughput or low overall area.
3.1 SHA-512
This section includes information about currently existing hardware implementations of
SHA-512. A summary and analysis of each implementation is included. The message
expansion and message compression stages are described in detail. Most implementations
acknowledge the existence of the padder stage, but do not include the details. Likewise, the
hash update stage is mentioned, however its implementation is not always explicitly stated.
One reason for omitting the details of the padder stage and the hash update stage is that it
is assumed that these stages will be implemented in such a way as not to adversely affect
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the overall performance of the algorithm.
3.1.1 Simple implementations
Some of the first published hardware implementations of SHA-512 are described in [9],
[13] and [19].
In [19] the implementation of the SHR(x) and ROTR(x) operations used in both
the message expansion and message compression stages of the algorithm is not discussed.
ROM blocks are utilized to store the Kt constants required in the message compression
stage. Several 64-bit adders along with simple combinational circuits were used to compute
the values required by the algorithm. A five input, 64-bit, adder is used to compute the T1
temporary value, and a two input, 64-bit, adder is used to compute the T2 temporary value.
The Ch(x, y, z) and Maj(x, y, z) functions are realized by simple combinational circuits.
A more detailed description of a SHA-512 implementation is provided in [13]. The
design of the message expansion stage is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Design of message expansion stage in [13]
An advantage of this implementation is that it reuses registers. A naive implementation
would require eighty 64-bit registers to store all of the data produced by the message ex-
pansion stage, however by sharing resources only 16 such registers and one multiplexer are
required.
Each of the 16 registers is 64 bits wide. The multiplexer is used to choose when the
first data block will be loaded into the registers. The output Wi from the leftmost register
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is used as the input to the message compression stage. Once the first data block has been
loaded into all the registers, the multiplexer feeds the outputs of the specified computation
back into the leftmost register.
The design of the message compression stage in [13] is shown in Figure 3.2. Eight 64-
Figure 3.2: Design of message compression stage in [13]
bit registers represent the intermediate hash values which will be used in the hash update
stage after 80 iterations of the compression stage have been performed. The implementa-
tion details of the SHR(x) and ROTR(x) operations have been omitted. In order to store
the Kt constants used in this stage two dual-port BlockRAMs were used. BlockRAMs are
on-chip memory components which can be instantiated and addressed like typical memory
modules. Details about the adders used in this implementation have also been omitted.
In [9] an even more detailed implementation is presented. The design of the message
expansion stage is shown in Figure 3.3. In order to reduce the total number of additions that
need to be performed in the critical path the authors decided to compute the sum Kt + Wt
one cycle before it is needed. The Rkw register ensures that the sum is available during the
correct iteration. The output of this register is used in the message compression stage. A
combination of a CSA and CPA is used in order to minimize the amount of delay incurred
by performing the addition of multiple 64-bit numbers. The delay would be much greater if
only cascaded CPAs were used. The ”LUT Shift A” and ”LUT Shift B” blocks represent
shift registers. They were designed using the ”Shift Register Mode” of CLB slices available
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Figure 3.3: Design of message expansion stage in [9]
in the Virtex FPGA used for this implementation. They were designed this way mainly to
reduce the overall area without necessarily affecting the operating speed.
The design of the message compression stage is shown in Figure 3.4. The multiplexers
determine whether or not the current values of H i0 through H
i
7 will be used in the addition.
The multiplexers select zeros to be added during all but the last round of the message
compression stage. During the last round the current values of H i0 through H
i
7 will be
used in the addition. The operation of these multiplexers performs the function of the hash
update stage.
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Figure 3.4: Design of message compression stage in [9]
The critical path in the message compression stage requires seven additions to be per-
formed. In order to minimize the delay of this computation PCs, CSAs and CPAs are
used. The parallel counter reduces the number of operands to be added from five to three.
Once again, CSAs and CPAs are used in place of cascaded CPAs to minimize delay.
In [1] the basic SHA-512 design for the message expansion and message compression
stages, as presented in [13] was used. CSA and CPA pairs were used to perform the
addition of multiple 64-bit values. The main focus of this work however was to scale down
the adders in order to minimize area. In addition to using the typical 64-bit adders 8-, 16-
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and 32-bit adders were also used in order to perform the required additions.
3.1.2 More complex implementations
In [2] a partially unrolled SHA-512 implementation is presented. The message compres-
sion stage is unrolled two times. The rationale behind unrolling this stage is that six of
the inputs, b through d and f though h feed the outputs directly. Only two of the inputs a
and e require additional computation that introduces a delay into the algorithm. Unrolling
allows two iterations to be executed at once. In order for this to be accomplished the mes-
sage expansion stage is also modified to allow two Wt values to be obtained from it at the
same time. Two iterations of the message compression stage are shown in Figure 3.5. The
thick lines represent the critical delay path. By unrolling the message compression stage
the operating frequency decreases by approximately a factor of two, thereby defeating the
purpose of unrolling. In order to increase the operating frequency multiple operations need
to occur in parallel. The current cycles output calculation will be performed in parallel
with the next cycles immediate results based on the current cycles outputs. In order to
achieve this the four nodes marked with dark circles in Figure 3.5 are selected as the im-
mediate results, Pre1 through Pre4, respectively. The results of nodes Pre1 and Pre2 will
be pre-computed during the previous cycle, concurrently with the previous cycles outputs.
Nodes Pre3 and Pre4 will be pre-computed during the current cycle. Figure 3.6 shows the
modified implementation with the Pre1 through Pre4 blocks in place. In order to obtain
Pre1 through Pre4, variables c through h are needed. Only the e variable is not produced
directly by the inputs. This means that in order to pre-compute Pre1 and Pre2, the next
cycles e variable needs to be pre-computed. The resulting, and final, design of the message
compression stage is shown in Figure 3.7
In [6] a quasi-pipelined implementation of SHA-512 is introduced. The message com-
pression stage is pipelined, as it dictates the critical delay of the algorithm. The basic
message expansion stage is altered so as to decrease the delay of the individual computa-
tions. The delay balancing technique is used to achieve a decrease in the delay of this stage.
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Figure 3.5: Two iterations of the message compression stage in [2]
To perform the required additions CSAs and CLAs are used. Note that all references to
Wt in this section correspond to Wej in the figures. (It is suspected to be a typographical
error on the authors part.)
Figure 3.8 shows the design of the message expansion stage. Originally theCLA output
was used as an input to the multiplexer. In order to reduce the delay of this stage it was
relocated as shown in Figure 3.8. The first register is duplicated and a second multiplexer
is added. During the first 16 cycles multiplexer mux1 is used for loading the block data
into the register. During this time the input to mux2 is all zeros. After 16 cycles complete,
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Figure 3.6: Modified message compression stage with Pre1 through Pre4 blocks in place [2]
both mux1 and mux2 select the outputs of CSA2 to be used in the computations. In
order to construct a pipelined implementation of the message compression stage the basic
message compression stage implementation undergoes several changes. Figure 3.9 shows
the first set of changes to the message compression stage. The definitions of all temporary
variables used in Figure 3.9 are shown in Table 3.1. The output from the d register and the
input to the adder generating the 1 output are initially left unconnected. They will be used
once the pipelined implementation is finalized. The partitioning presented in Figure 3.9
lends itself to pipelining. Figure 3.10 shows the pipelined implementation of the message
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Figure 3.7: Final design of the message compression stage in [2]
compression stage. Registers M1, M2 and L define the three pipeline stages, τt,τt−1 and
τt−2. These registers store the results of 1, α1 and α2, respectively. The τ section is affected
by variables Wt and Kt. The τt−1 section is indirectly affected through τ by variables Wt−1
and Kt−1. Likewise, the τ2 section is indirectly affected through τt and τt−1 by variables
Wt−2 and Kt−2. The multiplexer labeled mux1 is used to select the outputs from registers
b through d. The multiplexer labeled mux2 is used to select the outputs from registers g
and h. The two multiplexers select the appropriate inputs to the CSAs depending on the
clock cycle being executed.
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Figure 3.8: Design of message expansion stage in [6]
It is important to note that the pipelined implementation is only valid when the pipeline
is full. Initially the registers a through h are loaded with the values shown in Table 2.3.
During the 1st clock cycle the registersM1 andM2 are enabled, while register L is in a reset
state. During the 2nd clock cycle e through h are clocked while a through d are inactive.
The registers M1 and M2 are loaded with new values and register L is also loaded with its
first value. In the 3rd clock cycle e through h get their first new values. The registers M1,
M2 and L are still enabled and all three get their new values.
After the last Wt and Kt pair has been read, three more clock cycles are needed to
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Figure 3.9: First set of changes to the message compression stage in [6]
finalize the message compression stage. The 1st cycle is used to transfer new values into
registers M1 and M2. The 2nd cycle is used to generate the final values of e through h and
the 3rd cycle is used to generate the values of a through d. It is important to note that in the
3rd cycle e through h must not be clocked.
In [12] yet another SHA-512 implementation is presented. The implementation draws
on the collective strengths of most of the previously published work. It is quasi-pipelined
and unrolled. The quasi-pipelined technique used is presented in [6]. The unrolling tech-
nique was introduced in [2]. The implementation uses CSAs and CPAs, as presented in
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α1 = Wt ⊕Kt ⊕ h
1 = α1 ⊕ d
 = 1 ⊕ Ch(e, f, g)⊕ Σ1(e)
α2 = α1 ⊕ Ch(e, f, g)⊕ Σ1(e)
α = α2 ⊕Maj(a, b, c)⊕ Σ0(a)
Table 3.1: Definitions of temporary variables used in the message compression stage in [6]
[9]. BlockRAMs are used to store the Kt constants, as presented in [13].
In [6] delay balancing is used in order to reduce the critical delay path of the message
expansion stage, however such a technique is not suitable in conjunction with unrolling, so
a new implementation of the message expansion stage was developed. Figure 3.11 shows
the block diagram of the message expansion stage used in this implementation. Since this
architecture is unrolled the values of Wt and Wt+1 will be needed during the same clock
cycle. The 16 64-bit registers which would normally be used in this stage are modified to
be only 8 registers, but their width is doubled to 128 bits. The first 64-bit word of the new
register represents values which will be used in the calculation ofWt, and the second 64-bit
word will be used to calculate the value of Wt+1. The combinational logic of the message
expander was duplicated so that Wt and Wt+1 would be calculated in the same cycle. The
multiplexer was also altered to select 128-bit values as opposed to 64-bit values. The Wt
and Wt+1 outputs are registered to ensure that they do not contribute to the critical delay
path.
A diagram of the twice unrolled and pipelined message compression stage is shown
in Figure 3.12. In this stage all of the logic needed to implement the functions used in
a basic SHA-512 implementation is duplicated, however the multiplexer and the registers
used to store the intermediate hash values are not. The registers are loaded differently in
this architecture than in the basic one.
This is one of the only papers to describe the control circuitry used. The controller for
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Figure 3.10: Pipelined implementation of message compression stage in [6]
this implementation was designed using a state machine. It is responsible for loading and
clearing registers, controlling the multiplexer select lines as well as controlling the flow
of data between the padder, the message expansion and message compression stages. It is
also responsible for enabling and disabling the unrolled section of the message compression
stage as required. All control signals from the state machine were registered to ensure they
did not contribute to the critical delay path.
Since this design is pipelined, the unrolled section of the design cannot start executing
until the pipeline has been filled. Similarly, the unrolled section cannot be used during the
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Figure 3.11: Design of the message expansion stage in [12]
final iteration of the message compression stage, since two halves of the final intermediate
value appear in two consecutive clock cycles.
In [5] operation rescheduling was used. This technique also involves pre-computation
in order to minimize the critical delay. The block diagram containing all of the components
of the message compression stage is shown in Figure 3.13. The values of b through d and f
though h are simply shifted around in order to generate new outputs. The computation of
a and e needs a considerable amount of delay. Since the values of h, Wt and Kt are known
before the message compression stage executes, their sum can be pre-computed. The value
of h is simply the previous value of g.
Once 80 iterations of the message compression stage have completed the hash update
has to be performed. Normally this would require eight 64-bit adders, however in [5] a
scheme to accomplish the hash update using only two such adders was presented. Since
most of the hash state variables are simply shifted around in order to generate new outputs
relationships between the hash state variables were determined. Using such relationships
six partial results of the hash update stage can be obtained by using only two adders. The
remaining two values are calculated differently. These relationships are shown in Table 3.2.
Using these relationships the partial results of the hash update stage can be expressed as
shown in Table 3.3. As a result the necessary calculations can be performed using only two
adders as shown in Table 3.4. Note that the values of H i0 and H
i
4 cannot be computed using
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Figure 3.12: Design of the message compression stage in [12]
ht = gt−1 = ft−2 = et−3
dt = ct−1 = bt−2 = at−3
Table 3.2: Relationships among hash state variables [5]
this method. In order to computeH i0 andH
i
4 the values of at and et must be calculated first.
H i1 = H
i−1
1 + at−1
H i2 = H
i−1
2 + at−2
H i3 = H
i−1
3 + at−3
H i5 = H
i−1
5 + et−1
H i6 = H
i−1
6 + et−2
H i7 = H
i−1
7 + et−3
Table 3.3: Partial results of the hash update stage [5]
These values are calculated during the last iteration of the message compression scheme.
Instead of using two full adders to compute H i0 and H
i
4 after the last iteration executes, H
i
0
and H i4 are computed during the calculation of at and et using CSAs and CPAs.
The six leftmost multiplexers in Figure 3.13 are used to select whether the working
variables a through c and e through g or the results of the hash update stage will be used
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Figure 3.13: Design of components in the message compression stage in [5]
as inputs to the b through d and f through h registers. The four rightmost multiplexers
are used during the initialization stage. If the initial hash state values are different from
the ones provided in the SHA-512 specification the multiplexers are used to load the H ij
registers with the desired values.
3.1.3 Efficiency of implementations
Table 3.5 summarizes the performance characteristics of all the SHA-512 implementations
sorted by increasing throughput. The first three implementations provide a throughput of
less than 1 Gbps and require a considerable number of CLB slices, as they were some of
the initial implementations of SHA-512. Out of the three implementations providing the
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H ix = at−3+x +H
i−1
x 1 ≤ x ≤ 3
H ix+4 = et−3+x +H
i−1
x+4 1 ≤ x ≤ 3
Table 3.4: Calculations necessary to perform partial hash update using only 2 adders [5]
Implementation Device CLB Slices Frequency Throughput BlockRAM
(MHz) (Mbps) (bytes)
basic [19] 1 2237 75.00 480 N/A
basic [13] 2 2914 38.00 479 640
basic [9] 3 3441 55.56 670 640
basic [1] 4 4229 47.90 1226 N/A
basic [12] 5 2726 109.03 1329 640
unrolled [12] 5 4107 65.89 1466 1280
basic [5] 5 1666 121.00 1534 640
unrolled [2] 6 2582 60.50 1550 N/A
Device 1 Virtex V200PQ240
Device 2 Virtex XCV1000E
Device 3 Virtex XCV1000-6
Device 4 Altera Stratix EP1S10F484C5
Device 5 Virtex XC2V2000BF957
Device 6 Virtex XCV1600EBG560
N/A information was not explicitly provided
Table 3.5: SHA-512 implementations summary
highest throughput two of them were twice rolled. As a result they require more CLB
slices for their implementations. The implementation provided in [5] proves to be the most
efficient one in terms of both area and throughput. It requires only 1.09 CLB slices per 1
Mbps of throughput.
3.2 Whirlpool
This section includes information about currently existing hardware implementations of
the Whirlpool hashing function. Also included is a summary and an analysis of these
implementations.
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3.2.1 Architectures
The core operation of the Whirlpool hash function consists of the W cipher as shown in
Figure 3.14. This diagram also shows the padder, however none of the papers provide a
detailed discussion of it. The implementations focus on the execution of the 10 rounds of
the W block cipher given a single 512-bit block of data. Just as was the case with SHA-512,
it is presumed that the implementation of the padder will not become the bottleneck in the
execution of the algorithm.
Figure 3.14: Block diagram of the Whirlpool architecture [11]
One thing to note is that the padder affects the overall execution time of a design de-
pending on the amount of data it receives at one time. For example, if the padder receives
8 bits of data in one clock cycle it would take a total of 64 cycles to read in a single block,
whereas if the padder receives 512 bits of data at once, only a single clock cycle is required
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to read in the block. The padder in [11] receives 256 bits of data at one time. In [14] the
amount of data read in by the padder at once was not mentioned.
Figure 3.15 shows a block diagram of a single round of the W cipher. This block
diagram only includes the architecture of the hash state computation. This architecture
is used in both [14] and [11]. Figure 3.16 shows the architecture of the W cipher with
Figure 3.15: Architecture of a single round of the W cipher [11]
the key schedule in place. This architecture is used in both [14] and [11]. Since the key
schedule uses the same W cipher used for the hash state computation, a 2nd architecture was
proposed in [11] that reused the already existing W cipher from the hash state to implement
the key schedule. Figure 3.17 shows the block diagram for this architecture. In [14] a twice
unrolled architecture of the Whirlpool hashing function is introduced. Figure 3.18 shows
the block diagram for such an architecture.
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Figure 3.16: Architecture of W cipher including the key schedule [11]
Duplicated key schedule
In this architecture the computation of the hash and key states is performed in parallel.
Since each phase contains the same number of stages, when the hash state computation is
in the key addition stage σ, the key schedule will have produced the correct round key to be
used. The advantage of such an architecture is that only 10 rounds are required to compute
the hash value of a single block. The disadvantage is that it uses a considerably large area
when implemented since the logic required for the key schedule is duplicated.
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Figure 3.17: Architecture of W cipher with incorporated key schedule [11]
Incorporated key schedule
In this architecture the execution of the Whirlpool hash function is performed in two phases.
The key schedule computations are performed first followed by the hash state computa-
tions. A ROM is used to store the predefined round constants used by the key schedule.
The initial key is passed into the cipher and the resulting round key is stored in the RAM.
Once all 10 round keys have been computed and stored in RAM, the hash state computa-
tion can begin. A multiplexer connected to both the RAM and ROM is used to select the
appropriate data to be used. During the key schedule phase the round constants will be read
from the ROM. During the hash state computation phase the precomputed round keys will
be read from the RAM.
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Figure 3.18: Twice unrolled Whirlpool architecture [14]
In this architecture the key schedule and the hash state has to be computed separately
for every block. An advantage is that it requires much less overall area to implement since
the W cipher can be reused for the key schedule. A disadvantage of such an architecture is
that it takes twice as long to execute. This means that a total of 20 rounds, 10 rounds per
phase, are required to compute the hash for a single block.
Twice unrolled
In this architecture the computation of two iterations can be performed in a single clock
cycle. Such an implementation requires additional W cipher instances, thereby greatly
increasing the overall area of the design. An advantage is that it only requires a total of
5 iterations in order to produce a hash value for a single block. It is important to note
that halving the total number of iterations which need to be performed does not give a
two-fold improvement in throughput. There is a fair amount of delay introduced with this
architecture, since the output from the first iteration logic needs to propagate to the 2nd
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iteration logic. There is additional delay added since the 2nd iteration also needs to execute.
3.2.2 W cipher implementations
In this section the implementations of the four stages of the W cipher will be described in
detail.
Non-linear stage γ
Three different ways to implement the non-linear stage γ, have been proposed in [14] and
[11]. This stage consists of the implementation of the 16x16 S-box. One way to implement
this stage is by using a full LUT to store all 256 8-bit values contained in the S-box. This
stage was implemented using this approach in [14].
In order to achieve the highest throughput in this stage all of the lookups need to be
performed in a single cycle. To meet this requirement all of the data needs to be accessible
at once. In order for all the data contained in a single block to be substituted by the data
in the S-box 64 instances of the S-box need to be instantiated; one instance per byte in a
single block of data. The Virtex-4 LX100 FPGA used in [14] for the implementation of the
Whirlpool hashing function contains BlockRAM. For this device the BlockRAM can be
configured as a 256x8 bit dual-port RAM. By using the dual-port capability, two instances
of the S-box can be mapped to a single BlockRAM cell. Therefore, in order to map all 64
instances of the S-box, 32 such BlockRAMs are needed. This results in a total memory
usage of 16384 bytes.
A second method of implementing this stage involves the use of the three 4x4 mini
S-boxes shown in Figure 2.6. This stage was implemented using this approach both in [14]
and [11]. Each mini S-box was implemented using small LUTs separated by ⊕ operations.
Each LUT consists of 16 8-bit values which can easily be mapped to the asynchronous
distributed 16x1 bit ROM components found within a CLB slice on the Virtex-4 LX100
FPGA and also in most currently available FPGA devices. It is also possible to implement
these mini S-boxes using the aforementioned BlockRAM components, however since each
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BlockRAM is an 18 K-bit memory, these components would be greatly under-utilized.
The final proposed method to implement this stage was used in [11]. This method
involves using boolean expressions to implement the small LUTs. Boolean expressions
were developed that relate individual input bits to the corresponding output bits for each of
the mini S-boxes. Table 3.6 shows a set of boolean expressions that were used to implement
the mini S-boxes.
It is worth mentioning that these expressions are not unique and also may not utilize
the least amount of logic when implemented in hardware. Table 3.6 contains expressions
involving ui, zi and ti. ui represents the input bits into the mini S-box, zi represents the
output bits from the S-box and ti denotes intermediate values. Using only ∧ (AND), ∨
(OR),¬ (NOT) and⊕ (XOR) operations the given boolean expressions can be implemented
using a total of 101 logic gates.
z = E(u) z = E−1(u) z = R(u)
t0 = u0 ∧ u2 t0 = ¬u0 t0 = ¬u0
t0 = t0 ⊕ u1 t1 = u0 ∨ u1 t1 = u2 ∧ u3
t2 = ¬u0 t1 = t1 ⊕ u3 t2 = u0 ⊕ t1
t1 = u3 ⊕ t2 t2 = u2 ∧ t1 t2 = t2 ∨ u1
t2 = t0 ∨ t1 z3 = t0 ⊕ t2 t3 = u3 ∨ t0
z0 = u0 ⊕ t2 t2 = u0 ∧ u2 z2 = t2 ⊕ t3
t2 = u2 ∧ t0 t3 = u0 ∨ u3 t2 = ¬u2
t1 = t1 ⊕ t2 t3 = t3 ⊕ t2 t2 = t2 ⊕ t3
t2 = u3 ∨ z0 t3 = t3 ∧ u1 t3 = u1 ∨ t2
z1 = t2 ⊕ t1 z0 = t0 ⊕ t3 z3 = t1 ⊕ t3
t2 = u2 ⊕ t1 t2 = t2 ⊕ u1 t3 = t3 ⊕ t0
t1 = t1 ⊕ u3 t3 = u2 ⊕ t0 t0 = u0 ∨ z3
t0 = t0 ⊕ t2 t4 = z3 ⊕ t2 t1 = ¬u1
t1 = t1 ∨ t0 t1 = t1 ∧ t4 t1 = t1 ⊕ u3
z2 = t2 ⊕ t1 t2 = t2 ∨ t1 z0 = t0 ⊕ t1
t1 = z1 ∧ z2 z2 = t3 ⊕ t1 t3 = t3 ∨ z0
t1 = t1 ∨ z0 t0 = t0 ∨ u3 z1 = t2 ⊕ t3
z3 = t0 ⊕ t1 z1 = t0 ⊕ t2
Table 3.6: Boolean expressions used to implement the E, E−1 and R mini S-boxes [4]
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Linear diffusion stage θ
The linear diffusion stage θ, requires multiplication and addition to be performed in GF(28)
modulo the reduction polynomial f(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1. Equation 2.1 shows the
computations that need to be performed in order to compute a single coefficient , b0,0, of
the resulting matrix. Both [14] and [11] take advantage of the fact that multiplication by a
power of 2 can be implemented as a simple left shift operation in hardware. By using this
idea, several terms in Equation 2.1 were regrouped to take advantage of the aforementioned
property. The resulting calculations for the b0,0 entry of theB matrix are shown in Equation
3.1. This method is applied to all other terms in the B matrix in a similar manner. This
simplification technique reduces the number of modular multiplications that need to be
performed from 320 to 192.
b0,0 = a0,0⊕a0,1⊕a0,3⊕a0,5⊕a0,7⊕(2⊗a0,2)⊕[4⊗(a0,3⊕a0,6)]⊕[8⊗(a0,1⊕a0,4)] (3.1)
Whenever a modular reduction is necessary it is performed on the fly. This modular
reduction is accomplished with an ⊕ operation of the value being multiplied and the hex-
adecimal representation of the reduction polynomial, 1Dx.
In [11] look-up tables were used to implement the multiplication in GF(28). A table,
X[u] = x ∗ u, where u denotes the input into the table is used to obtain the result of
multiplication by 2. The table X2[u] = X[u] ∗X[u], defines multiplication by 4 and table
X3[u] = X[u] ∗X[u] ∗X[u] defines multiplication by 8.
The actual mappings used in the look-up table were not provided in [11]. Table 3.7
shows the equations used in order to compute all coefficients of the resulting matrix for this
stage using the look up table approach. The subscript i ranges from 0 to 7.
Another way to perform the multiplications by powers of 2 is described in [18]. The
value of the MSB is incorporated into the logic required to perform such multiplications.
Three sets of boolean expressions were used to generate the results of the multiplications
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bi,0 = ai,0 ⊕ ai,1 ⊕ ai,3 ⊕ ai,5 ⊕ ai,7 ⊕X[ai,2]⊕X2[ai,3 ⊕ ai,6]⊕X3[ai,1 ⊕ ai,4]
bi,1 = ai,0 ⊕ ai,1 ⊕ ai,2 ⊕ ai,4 ⊕ ai,6 ⊕X[ai,3]⊕X2[ai,4 ⊕ ai,7]⊕X3[ai,2 ⊕ ai,5]
bi,2 = ai,1 ⊕ ai,2 ⊕ ai,3 ⊕ ai,5 ⊕ ai,7 ⊕X[ai,4]⊕X2[ai,5 ⊕ ai,0]⊕X3[ai,3 ⊕ ai,6]
bi,3 = ai,0 ⊕ ai,2 ⊕ ai,3 ⊕ ai,4 ⊕ ai,6 ⊕X[ai,5]⊕X2[ai,6 ⊕ ai,1]⊕X3[ai,4 ⊕ ai,7]
bi,4 = ai,1 ⊕ ai,3 ⊕ ai,4 ⊕ ai,5 ⊕ ai,7 ⊕X[ai,6]⊕X2[ai,7 ⊕ ai,2]⊕X3[ai,5 ⊕ ai,0]
bi,5 = ai,0 ⊕ ai,2 ⊕ ai,4 ⊕ ai,5 ⊕ ai,6 ⊕X[ai,7]⊕X2[ai,0 ⊕ ai,3]⊕X3[ai,6 ⊕ ai,1]
bi,6 = ai,1 ⊕ ai,3 ⊕ ai,5 ⊕ ai,6 ⊕ ai,7 ⊕X[ai,0]⊕X2[ai,1 ⊕ ai,4]⊕X3[ai,7 ⊕ ai,2]
bi,7 = ai,0 ⊕ ai,2 ⊕ ai,4 ⊕ ai,6 ⊕ ai,7 ⊕X[ai,1]⊕X2[ai,2 ⊕ ai,5]⊕X3[ai,0 ⊕ ai,3]
Table 3.7: Boolean expressions used to implement computation of theB matrix using a table lookup
approach [11]
by 02x, 04x and 08x respectively. Table 3.8 contains the boolean expressions used to im-
plement the multiplications. b is the result of the multiplication of the input number, a, by
the given constant. This implementation was not used in either [14] or [11].
b = 02x · a b = 04x · a b = 08x · a
b0 = a7 b0 = a6 b0 = a5
b1 = a0 b1 = a7 b1 = a6
b2 = a1 ⊕ a7 b2 = a0 ⊕ a6 b2 = a5 ⊕ a7
b3 = a2 ⊕ a7 b3 = a1 ⊕ a6 ⊕ a7 b3 = a0 ⊕ a5 ⊕ a6
b4 = a3 ⊕ a7 b4 = a2 ⊕ a6 ⊕ a7 b4 = a1 ⊕ a5 ⊕ a6 ⊕ a7
b5 = a4 b5 = a3 ⊕ a7 b5 = a2 ⊕ a6 ⊕ a7
b6 = a5 b6 = a4 b6 = a3 ⊕ a7
b7 = a6 b7 = a5 b7 = a4
Table 3.8: Byte multiplications by 02x, 04x and 08x [18]
Cyclical permutation stage pi
In [11] the cyclical permutation stage pi is implemented using combinational shifters. Each
matrix column is cyclically shifted down by an amount equal to the column number, with
indexing starting at 0. The details of the implementation of these combinational shifters
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has not been included.
It is noted in [14] that the cyclic permutations simply involve the repositioning of bytes
in the data matrix and as a result no actual logical or arithmetic operations are required.
This stage is implemented simply by a hard-wiring of the data paths.
Key addition stage σ
The key addition stage σ, consists of simple⊕ operations. The current hash state undergoes
the ⊕ operation with the round key generated by the key schedule for the given round.
3.2.3 Efficiency of implementations
Several stages of the W cipher were implemented using different methods and a summary
of the different implementation choices is outlined below.
In [14] the non-linear stage γ, was implemented using both a full look-up table placed
in BlockRAMs, as well as by implementing the three mini S-boxes in the distributed RAM
located in CLB slices. The twice unrolled architecture that used the mini S-box approach
to implement the non-linear stage γ was also implemented. As a result three different
Whirlpool implementations were obtained. The cyclic permutation stage pi, was imple-
mented with no additional logic; the data paths were hardwired to perform the reordering
of the data. The linear diffusion stage θ, was implemented by shifting the input byte around
and the modular reduction step was performed, if necessary, on the fly. The key addition
stage σ, consisted of only ⊕ operations.
In [11] Whirlpool was implemented using the architecture that duplicates the key sched-
ule, as well as the architecture which integrates the key schedule into the design. The
non-linear stage γ, was implemented using both the mini S-box approach and the boolean
expression approach. As a result four different Whirlpool implementations were obtained.
The permutation stage pi, was implemented using combinational shifters. The linear diffu-
sion stage θ, was implemented by using a look-up table containing the results of the mul-
tiplications of all possible inputs by the reduction polynomial in GF(28). The key addition
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stage σ consisted of simple ⊕ operations.
Table 3.9 summarizes the performance characteristics of all the Whirlpool implemen-
tations sorted by increasing throughput.
Implementation Device CLB Slices Frequency Throughput BlockRAM
(MHz) (Mbps) (bytes)
BE, IK [11] 1 3815 75.00 1920 N/A
SL, IK [11] 1 3751 93.00 2380 640
BE, DK [11] 1 5713 72.00 3686 N/A
SL, DK [11] 1 5585 87.50 4480 N/A
SL, DK [14] 2 7507 91.37 4678 N/A
FS, DK [14] 2 4956 93.56 4790 17408
SL, unrolled [14] 2 13210 47.80 4896 N/A
Device 1 Xilinx V1000EFG1156-8
Device 2 Xilinx XC4VLX100
BE boolean expressions used in non-linear stage γ
DK duplicated key schedule architecture
FS full LUT used in non-linear stage γ
IK incorporated key schedule architecture
SL small LUTs used to implement mini S-boxes in non-linear stage γ
N/A information was not explicitly provided
Table 3.9: Whirlpool implementations summary
It is important to note that the slowest Whirlpool implementation provides a higher
throughput than the fastest SHA-512 implementation. The majority of Whirlpool imple-
mentations achieve throughputs of over 4 Gbps. The three fastest implementations vary
slightly in terms of throughput, however they use considerably different amounts of CLB
slices. One of the implementations provided in [14] proves to be the most efficient one
in terms of both area and throughput. It requires only 1.03 CLB slices per 1 Mbps of
throughput.
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Chapter 4
Design and modeling
This chapter includes detailed explanations of the VHDL models of SHA-512, Whirlpool
and PHASH, targeted for simulation. Each implementation includes a behavioral and a
structural model. The behavioral models are used in order to verify the correctness of the
algorithms. Each structural model contains multiple components. These models are used
in order to obtain the maximum throughput for the respective hashing function.
None of the implementations include a padder. It is assumed that the data being pro-
vided to these algorithms has already been pre-padded externally. A 64-bit wide data bus
is used in all implementations. A reasonable limit of 232 − 1 has been imposed as the
maximum number of blocks to be processed for all algorithms.
This work is based on a modified version of an early PHASH draft. This implementa-
tion was started before the final draft of PHASH was available.
Several reasonable restrictions were placed on the PHASH implementation in order to
facilitate its development. The PHASH description specifies the maximum message to be
less than 2128 bits in length. To compute the hash of a message of this length would require
15 levels of reduction. For this implementation a maximum of three levels of reduction
are allowed, thereby limiting the maximum size of the message to 15032385407 bits or
approximately 1792 MB. Such a limitation is reasonable, because if 4 levels of reduction
were allowed the maximum size of the message would be 448 GB.
The PHASH description calls for N -bit counters to be used at each level of the reduc-
tion tree however in this implementation these counters are only used at the first level of
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reduction. Successive reduction levels use the outputs of the previous reduction as inputs.
4.1 Behavioral models
All behavioral models in this work are implemented using the same approach. Each model
contains a state machine and data path. The state machine is used to control the higher
level aspects of the algorithm, such as data buffering as well as to provide appropriate
output signals. The data path includes the implementation of the specific hashing function.
The data path is only executed once the required amount of data has been read in and is
ready to be processed. The structure of the behavioral models is shown in Figure 4.1. The
do hashing object represents the data path.
read_data
send_hash
run
no more 
blocks left
done
idle
do_hashing
more blocks
left
Figure 4.1: Structure of SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH behavioral models
All behavioral models begin in the idle state. Once a run signal is asserted a transition
to the read data state occurs. Once a full block of data has been read the do hashing
process executes. Once all blocks have been processed a transition to the send hash state
occurs. In this state the final hash is output over 8 clock cycles.
The SHA-512 behavioral implementation contains a procedural implementation of the
hashing algorithm using two for loops, logical operations and additions. The ROR and
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SRL VHDL operators have been overloaded in order to facilitate the implementation of
the algorithm.
The Whirlpool behavioral model contains a procedural implementation of the hashing
algorithm. The non-linear stage γ is implemented using a look-up table. The cyclic permu-
tation stage pi is implemented using simple assignment statements. The GF multiplications
required in the linear diffusion stage θ are also implemented using look-up tables. The
key addition stage σ is implemented with a single ⊕ operation. The Miyaguchi-Preneel
compression function is implemented with two ⊕ operations.
The PHASH behavioral model contains a procedural implementation of the hashing
algorithm. A W cipher helper function is used in order to streamline the implementation.
This function takes as input both a plaintext and an initial key, and returns a 512-bit hash.
4.2 Structural models
The structural models developed for each hashing function are described in detail in the
following sections.
4.2.1 SHA-512
The implementation of the model in this work parallels the one described in [13]. It is not
pipelined, and the critical delay path still consists of the addition of seven 64-bit values.
Two configurations of the model are included. The first configuration places the Kt
constants, used in the message compression stage, into distributed RAM, and the second
into a dual-port BlockRAM. The model consists of several distinct components as shown
in Figure 4.2. Each component will be described in detail.
Message expansion
The expansion unit consists of a 1024-bit shift register, a 64-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer and three
64-bit adders. When this unit is enabled 64 bits of data is input into the shift register every
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sha512_comp_unit
k_static_clkk_static_no_clk
sha512_exp_unit sha512_hu_unit
sha512_control_unit
sha512_hash_out
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the SHA-512 structural model
clock cycle, t. The data input is defined by Wt as shown in Table 2.5. The multiplexer
select line determines which set of data is to be input into the shift register. The value of
Wt is an input into the compression unit.
Message compression
The compression unit consists of the registers a through h used to hold intermediate hash
values, several adders as well as the component responsible for generating the 80 Kt con-
stants. When this unit is reset, the values a through h get initialized as shown in Table 2.3.
The values T1, T2 and a through h are updated every cycle, as shown in Table 2.6. The
registers a through h can also be set externally. Their values are obtained from the output
of the hash update unit. This is done so that these registers contain the newest intermedi-
ate hash. Depending on the chosen configuration the Kt generator will be implemented in
either distributed RAM or as a single dual-port BlockRAM. The data in the BlockRAM is
specified explicitly. The more significant 32 bits of each Kt constant are placed into the
first 80 locations in the BlockRAM. The less significant bits are placed into the BlockRAM
starting at location 128. By setting the address ports of the BlockRAM to k address and
k address+ 128 the full 64-bit Kt constant can be obtained.
Hash update
The hash update unit consists of the registers H ij used to hold the intermediate hash values.
When this unit is reset, the values H00 through H
0
7 are initialized as shown in Table 2.3.
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When this unit is enabled the inputs a through h are accumulated as shown in Table 2.7.
This unit is also responsible for outputting the final hash. When all blocks have been
processed the final hash value is output over 8 clock cycles.
Controller
The control unit is responsible for synchronizing the operation of all components in order
to implement the SHA-512 hashing algorithm. It is implemented using a state machine.
The state diagram for the control unit is shown in Figure 4.3.
init
read_data
do_hu
send_hash
sha512_run
no more 
blocks left
more blocks 
left
done 80 
iterations
done sending
idle
Figure 4.3: State diagram of the SHA-512 control unit
The control unit starts in the idle state. Once the sha512 run signal is asserted a tran-
sition to the init state occurs. At the same time data is ready to be read and the expansion
unit is enabled. In the init state the compression unit is enabled. On the next cycle a
transition to the read data state occurs.
This state is responsible for controlling the expansion, compression and hash update
stages as well as keeping track of the number of blocks left to process. The multiplexer
select line used in the expansion stage is assigned in this state. This state is also responsible
for disabling the expansion stage, loading the compression stage and enabling the hash
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update stage at the appropriate times. Once 80 iterations have occurred, a transition to the
do hu state occurs. During this transition the hash update occurs.
Once in this state, a transition back to read data occurs if there are more blocks to
process, otherwise a transition to send hash occurs. The send hash state is responsible
for outputting the final hash over 8 clock cycles and asserting the sha512 done signal after
the entire hash has been transmitted.
4.2.2 Whirlpool
The implementations for the model were obtained from descriptions provided in [11], [14],
[18], [20]. Six configurations of the model are included as shown in Table 4.1.
Configuration Non-linear stage γ Mini S-boxes type Linear diffusion stage θ
1 Mini S-boxes Look-up table Look-up table
2 Mini S-boxes Look-up table Boolean expressions
3 Mini S-boxes Boolean expressions Look-up table
4 Mini S-boxes Boolean expressions Boolean expressions
5 BlockRAM N/A Look-up table
6 BlockRAM N/A Boolean expressions
Table 4.1: The six implemented configurations of the Whirlpool hashing function
The model consists of several distinct components as shown in Figure 4.4. Each com-
ponent will be described in detail.
w_cipher
add_round_keymix_rows_stage
wp_data_buffer wp_mp_unit
wp_control_unit
shift_columns_stagesbox_stage
wp_hash_out
Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the Whirlpool structural model
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Data buffer
The data buffer unit is a 512-bit shift register. It simply collects input data when it is
enabled.
Non-linear stage γ
This unit provides two implementations of the S-box as shown in Table 2.8. The first
implementation uses the mini S-boxes approach. The second implements the S-box using
64 single-port BlockRAMs. During synthesis these 64 BlockRAMs are converted into 32
dual-port BlockRAMs. Multiple generate statements are used to accomplish this.
Mini S-box
Each of the three mini S-boxes, E, E−1 and R is implemented in two ways. The first is by
using a look-up table, as shown in Table 2.9 placed in distributed RAM, and the second is
using boolean expressions as shown in Table 3.6.
Galois field multipliers
The three units perform multiplication by 02x, 04x and 08x in GF(28). Each unit is im-
plemented in two ways. One implementation uses a look-up table and the other boolean
expressions as shown in Table 3.8.
Cyclic permutation stage pi
This unit performs the cyclic permutation on the input data. A generate statement is used
to accomplish this.
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Linear diffusion stage θ
This unit provides an implementation of the GF matrix multiplication. Initially all input
data is passed through each GF multiplication unit. Next the matrix multiplication is per-
formed on a row by row basis. Eight generate statements are used, one for each row of
the resulting matrix. Within each generate statement eight 8-bit values undergo the ⊕
operation.
Key addition stage σ
This unit performs the key addition step. In the hash state computation an ⊕ operation
between the current hash state and current key state is performed. In the key state compu-
tation an ⊕ operation between the current key state and the appropriate round constant is
performed.
W cipher
This unit provides the interconnections between the four stages required for the W cipher.
Two implementations are included. The first implementation is used when the non-linear
stage γ is implemented using mini S-boxes. The second implementation is used when the
S-box is to be implemented within BlockRAMs. In this implementation a multiplexer is
used in order to choose whether the newly loaded data or the output of the previous round
is to be passed into the S-box.
Miyaguchi-Preneel compression
This unit is responsible for performing the Miyaguchi-Preneel compression after all 10
rounds of the W cipher have completed. The operation, as shown in Figure 2.3, is per-
formed using two ⊕ operations. This unit is also responsible for outputting the final hash
once all data blocks have been processed. The final hash is output over 8 clock cycles.
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Controller
The control unit is responsible for synchronizing the operation of all components in order
to implement the Whirlpool hashing algorithm. It is implemented using a state machine.
The state diagram for the control unit is shown in Figure 4.5.
init
read_data
do_hashing
send_hash
wp_run
no more 
blocks left
more blocks 
left
read full block
wp_done
idle
Figure 4.5: State diagram of the Whirlpool control unit
The control unit starts in the idle state. Once the wp run signal is asserted a transition
to the init state occurs. At the same time data is ready to be read and the data buffer
is enabled. On the next cycle a transition to the read data state occurs. This state is
responsible for controlling the data buffer, loading and enabling the W cipher unit as well
as keeping track of the number of blocks left to process.
Once an entire block of data has been read in a transition to the do hashing state oc-
curs. This state is responsible for controlling the W cipher and the Miyaguchi-Preneel
compression unit. The W cipher is enabled for 10 rounds. The Miyaguchi-Preneel com-
pression unit is enabled after 10 rounds have completed. This state also ensures that the
correct round constant is used in the key addition stage σ. It also takes into account whether
or not the non-linear stage γ is implemented using BlockRAMs. If it is not, no special mea-
sures are taken, however if BlockRAMs are used an enable signal for reading from them is
generated.
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After 10 rounds have completed and there are more blocks to process, a transition
back to the read data state occurs. If there are no more blocks to process, a transition to
the send hash state occurs. The send hash state is responsible for outputting the final
hash over 8 clock cycles and asserting the wp done signal after the entire hash has been
transmitted.
4.2.3 PHASH
The model consists of several distinct components as shown in Figure 4.6. Each component
will be described in detail.
phash_control_unit
phash_data_buffer (0) data_mux w_cipher (0)
xor_updatephash_data_buffer (1) w_cipher (1)
phash_data_buffer (N) w_cipher (N)
phash_hash_out
Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the PHASH structural model
PHASH can potentially utilize an arbitrary number of W cipher instances, however in
order to simply the implementation, the number of instances was restricted to be a power
of 2. Another simplification involved using a predetermined instance to perform reductions
when the number of computed Ci blocks was a multiple of 256. This same instance was
also responsible for producing the final hash after all data blocks have been processed.
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Data buffer
The data buffer unit is an 896-bit shift register. It simply collects input data when it is
enabled.
W cipher instances
This unit contains an implementation of the W cipher, as described in Whirlpool. This
unit takes as inputs entire 512-bit plaintext and key blocks. It outputs the resulting 512-bit
hash over a single cycle. In order to accomplish this the read data and send hash states
were removed from the control unit as they were no longer needed. A multiplexer is added
in order to ensure that the newly specified key is to be used at the beginning of the first
round. This multiplexer is not needed in the original W cipher implementation because it
is assumed that an initial key of all ’0’ bits is always used.
Data multiplexer
This unit consists of two 4-to-1 multiplexers. They are used to provide the appropriate
plaintext and key to the W cipher units. The four inputs consist of the Zi and Vi blocks and
two ⊕ accumulators at each of the three reduction levels. These accumulators are named
c left, c right, d left, d right, e left and e right.
XOR update
This unit accumulates the hashes of the compressed blocks at each reduction level. Two
512-bit registers are used at each reduction level, one to accumulate the results of the first
128 blocks, and the other to accumulate the results of the remaining 128 blocks at that
reduction level. This unit also provides data to the first W cipher instance through the data
multiplexer.
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Controller
The control unit is responsible for synchronizing the operation of all components in order
to implement the PHASH hashing algorithm. It is implemented using a state machine. The
state diagram for the control unit is shown in Figure 4.7.
read_data
rst_wp
phash_run
read a full block
phash_done
idle
do_wp
send_hash
num_finalize
steps_left = 0
do_phash
num_finalize
steps_left > 0
c_block_counter = 256 or
d_block_counter = 256 or
e_block_counter = 256
finalize more blocks
left
no more
blocks left
Figure 4.7: State diagram of the PHASH control unit
The control unit starts in the idle state. Once the phash run signal is asserted a transi-
tion to the read data state occurs. At the same time data is ready to be read and the data
buffer is enabled. Once an entire block of data has been read a transition to the rst wp state
occurs. At this time the W cipher instances are ready to be reset and the data multiplexer
unit passes the Zi and Vi blocks to the W cipher instances. This discussion assumes that
the final hash is not yet being computed. A discussion of the final hash computation will
follow.
During the rst wp state certain W cipher instances are enabled, while others are dis-
abled. If the total number of data blocks to be processed, data num blocks is less than the
number of instances, num instances only data num blocks instances are enabled, while
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the others are disabled. Otherwise all W cipher instances are enabled until num blocks left
becomes less than num instances. When this occurs only num blocks left instances are
enabled, and the rest is disabled. After the appropriate instances are enabled a transition to
the do wp state occurs. The majority of the PHASH algorithm is controlled in this state.
This state always waits for the wp hash ready signal from the W cipher instances. The
control logic is broken down by the total number of reductions which need to be performed.
If only a single reduction level is required c block counter is incremented every time
a block is processed, and num blocks left is decremented accordingly. After a block is
processed and num finalize steps left is greater than 0, a transition to do phash occurs,
otherwise if the final hash has been computed a transition to send hash occurs.
In the do phash stage, if c block counter, d block counter or e block counter is less
than 128 the resulting hashes will be accumulated into c left, d left or e left respectively.
Otherwise the results will be accumulated into c right, d right or e right respectively.
The appropriate counters are also incremented. If there are still more blocks to process and
if the final hash is not being computed a transitions back to the read data state occurs.
If two or more reduction levels are required the algorithm progresses as described
above. However once c block counter, d block counter or e block counter equals 256,
an additional hash needs to be computed using the appropriate registers from the XOR up-
date unit as the key and plaintext. This is accomplished by a transition back to the rst wp
state. The computation is performed in the do wp state. During this computation only the
first W cipher instance is enabled. After the computation completes the appropriate set of
registers is reset. On the next cycle a transition to the do phash state occurs.
When there are no more blocks to process a transition from the do phash state to the
finalize state occurs. After entering this state num finalize steps left passes through
the hashing states are performed. The value of num finalize steps left depends on the
highest reduction level attained. When finalizing the hash only the first W cipher instance is
enabled. The initial key and plaintext inputs to this instance are c left and c right. If two
reductions are to be done the next set of key and plaintext inputs are d left and d right.
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Likewise, if three reductions are to be done the final set of key and plaintext inputs are
e left and e right.
When the final hash is ready a transition to the send hash occurs. The final hash is
contained in the final hash output of the first W cipher instance. It is output over 8 clock
cycles and upon completion the phash done signal is asserted.
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Chapter 5
Implementations for hardware
This chapter describes the development platform used in order to verify the functionality of
the hashing function implementations. Changes to implementations targeted for simulation
needed to be made in order to work correctly on this development board. These changes
along with the communication interface between the PowerPC and the FPGA fabric will
be discussed.
5.1 ML410 development platform
The available hardware platform to test the functionality of the designs is the Xilinx ML410
development board. A block diagram of this development board is shown in Figure 5.1.
The ML410 is a complete development system containing a Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA as well
as a multitude of additional peripherals. The most notable of these are the 64 MB DDR and
256 MB DDR-2 memories, 512 MB CF card, dual ethernet PHYs, a USB interface, SATA
connectors, dual UARTs with RS-232 connectors as well as JTAG and trace debug ports.
The Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA is a hybrid FPGA, containing not only FPGA fabric, but
also two PowerPC 405 cores. Several other notable features of this FPGA include 232
18-Kbit BlockRAMs, up to 20 DCMs, 25280 CLB slices, equivalent to 56880 logic cells,
128 XtremeDSP slices for accelerating matrix based operations as well as multi-gigabit
RocketIO transceivers for implementing various communication protocols.
The features of the ML410 development board used in these implementations include
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the ML410 development board
the 256 MB DDR-2 memory, 512 MB CF card and a single UART. The features of the
Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA used include CLB slices, BlockRAMs and DCMs.
5.2 Base system
Xilinx EDK 9.2.02 software was used in order to design and implement the hardware sys-
tems required to test the functionality of the presented implementations. The EDK software
provides IP cores for commonly used complex functions including digital signal process-
ing, bus interfaces, processors and processor peripherals. Multiple cores can communicate
with each other in order to establish a fully functional system. These cores can be added
and configured manually within the EDK software, however doing so is a very tedious and
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time consuming process. In order to reduce the development time, EDK provides a BSB
wizard that allows the user to choose several common cores and configuration options for
each core. The result is a fully functional base system. However, such a system is not very
useful on its own. The EDK software allows for custom IP cores to be implemented and
included in the base system. All hashing algorithms in this work will be implemented as a
custom IP and included in the base system. A description of the base system common to
all implementations is shown in Table 5.1.
Option Value
FPGA Stepping SCD1
Processor PowerPC
Processor Clock Frequency 300 MHz
Bus Clock Frequency 100 Mhz
Processor Cache Enabled
On-Chip Memory 16 KB
Debug Interface FPGA JTAG
DDR-2 Memory 100 MHz with ODT
RS-232 UART 57600 baud
SysAce CF Interface Enabled
Table 5.1: Base system components and parameters common to all implementations
The FPGA stepping is a way to signify the level of improvement over the initial release
of the product. The higher the stepping level the more improvements have been made.
Each base system includes a single PowerPC processor clocked at 300 MHz. The data bus
is set to operate at 100 MHz. This bus is responsible for providing a communication chan-
nel between the PowerPC and all IP cores. The processor cache is enabled for improved
performance. A total of 16 KB of on chip memory is allocated, allowing for code up to
16 KB in size to be stored and executed directly from this memory. A JTAG debug inter-
face is included in order to enable optional debugging with the Xilinx XMD Debugger, or
with a product such as Xilinx ChipScope. These debugging tools were not required for the
implementation of these systems, so they will not be discussed further.
The 256 MB DDR-2 memory uses a 100 MHz memory clock, effectively providing
an I/O bus clock speed of 200 MHz. ODT provides the necessary resistive termination on
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the memory chip itself rather than externally on the motherboard. As a result the signal
noise is reduced. With this feature disabled the DDR-2 memory self test routines failed.
Consequently, none of the systems worked correctly with ODT disabled.
The RS-232 UART interface allows for data from the system to be output to a termi-
nal. This data will be used to check whether or not the implementations are functioning
correctly. The SysAce CF interface allows the PowerPC access to data contained on the
provided 512 MB CF card. Data used to test the implementations will be placed on this CF
card.
5.3 Custom IP wizard
Once the base system is complete, custom IP needs to be added implementing the hashing
functions. The custom IP wizard is first used to create a template for the peripheral. It
is later used to import the peripheral into the design. When creating the template several
configuration options to increase the functionality of the peripheral are available. The three
main features used for creating these peripherals include a write FIFO structure, software
addressable registers as well as burst / cache-line support using a configurable data width.
All implementations, excluding PHASH with 2 W cipher instances, use the same set of
components and configuration options.
The write FIFO is used to buffer data received from the PowerPC. This is the data that
will be passed to the respective hashing functions for processing. The data width of the
FIFO is determined by the value of the data width selected as part of the burst / cache-line
support feature. For all implementations a data width of 64 bits is used. The number of
entries in the write FIFO is also selectable. For all implementations, excluding PHASH
using 2 W cipher instances, a total of 214 or 16384 number of entries are used. This allows
a total of 131072 bytes to be stored in the write FIFO. The PHASH implementation using
2 W cipher instances contains 2 write FIFOs, both using a total of 213 or 8192 number
of entries. Using two write FIFOs allows both W cipher instances to begin processing
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simultaneously. The individual FIFOs holds less data, however, since there are two of them
the total amount of data that can be stored is still 131072 bytes. More details about this
implementation will be provided in the next section.
The software addressable registers are 32-bit general purpose registers located in the
peripheral that can be read from and written to externally from a software application. A
total of 12 such registers are included in each peripheral.
Once the wizard completes, a stub is created for the given peripheral. The stub contains
a basic implementation of reading and writing to the software addressable registers as well
as a simple FIFO example. This code needs to be modified in order to include the desired
functionality. In this case the desired functionality will be implementations of the three
hashing functions.
Each of the hashing function implementations consist of several source files, and deal-
ing with these files within EDK is a rather cumbersome process. In order to simplify the
process of importing such peripherals, an NGC file will be created for each configuration
using XST. XST is the tool used to synthesize HDL source code. The NGC file is essen-
tially a netlist produced as a result of synthesis. This single file can now be used instead of
all of the individual source files. Once the NGC file is obtained, the corresponding com-
ponent needs to be instantiated inside of the peripheral stub code. At this point the write
FIFO and the software addressable registers become important.
The wr en signal of the write FIFO is managed internally. Simply by calling the ap-
propriate function in the software application the specified data will be written to the FIFO.
The rd en signal is generated by the actual hashing function component being used. The
way this signal is generated will be discussed in the next section. The rd en signal is used
to read data from the FIFO. This data will be processed by the respective hashing function.
Eight software addressable registers are used to store the final 512-bit hash so that it can
be read by the software application after the done signal is asserted. Registers are also used
to provide the start and reset signals as well as to obtain the done output when processing
finishes. Another register is used to provide the hashing function with the number of data
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blocks to be hashed.
Once all the necessary modifications to the peripheral stub code are made the custom
IP wizard is used to import the newly created IP into the design. Once imported the pe-
ripheral is simply connected to the data bus. At this point the bitstream can be generated
and programmed onto the FPGA. However without the appropriate software application to
control the hardware nothing interesting will happen after programming the FPGA. Soft-
ware applications written in C are used in order to establish communication between the
PowerPC and the FPGA fabric. These applications will be discussed in a later section.
5.4 Required modifications
As previously mentioned modifications to the implementations targeted for simulation
needed to be made in order to work correctly on the development board. The crucial
change was in regard to reading data from the write FIFO at the appropriate time. This
required an ok to send data signal to be added to the interface of all implementations. In
order to facilitate the generation of this signal a new state, read fifo delay, was added to
the control unit of all implementations. The send hash state was removed from all control
unit implementations, because these components are no longer at the top level and as a re-
sult the full 512-bit hash can be obtained from them without the need to conserve I/O pins.
The appropriate connections will be made inside of the peripheral stub code to ensure that
the final hash is sent over the data bus accordingly. In addition an init state was added to
PHASH to ensure the ok to send data signal is generated correctly when the run signal is
asserted. The functionality and structure of all other components remained unchanged. The
resulting state diagrams for SHA-512 and Whirlpool are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure
5.3, respectively. The additional states allow the read from the write FIFO to be initiated
one cycle early, so that in the read data state the output from the write FIFO will contain
valid data.
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init
read_data
do_hu
sha512_run
more blocks 
left
done 80 
iterations
no more 
blocks left
idle
read_fifo_delay
Figure 5.2: State diagram of the modified SHA-512 control unit for hardware
The read fifo delay state in PHASH is not part of the initialization chain and is there-
fore embedded further in the control unit as shown in Figure 5.4. Its function is identical
to the read fifo delay states in both SHA-512 and Whirlpool.
As previously mentioned, all implementations, excluding PHASH with 2 W cipher in-
stances, used the same custom IP wizard options. The wizard only allows the inclusion of a
single write FIFO within a peripheral, however the PHASH implementation using 2 W ci-
pher instances requires two such FIFOs. In order to create a functional implementation, two
components were generated using the custom IP wizard. The first was a component for the
PHASH implementation, however it did not include a write FIFO. The second component
did not contain any hashing function implementations and only contained a single write
FIFO. Two instances of this component were placed into the design along with the PHASH
component. The appropriate outputs from the write FIFO components were connected to
the inputs of the PHASH component and the appropriate outputs from the PHASH com-
ponent were connected to the inputs of the write FIFOs. This setup enabled multiple write
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init
read_data
do_hashing
wp_run
more blocks 
left
read full block
no more 
blocks left
idle
read_fifo_delay
Figure 5.3: State diagram of the modified Whirlpool control unit for hardware
FIFOs to provide data to a single peripheral.
5.5 Software applications
In order to communicate with the generated hardware systems, software written in C is
used. The software provides an interface for accessing the previously generated system.
Simple calls exist for reading and writing to the software addressable registers as well
as for writing data to the write FIFOs. In order to access the contents of the CF card,
the XilFATFS library needs to be included. This library provides several function calls,
resembling the familiar fopen, fread and fwrite C functions that are used to access data
on the CF card.
Two sets of applications were created for each hashing function. The first application
was used to read in pre-padded data located on the CF card. This data will be used to test
the functionality of the implementations. The second application did not require using the
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read_data
rst_wp
phash_run
read a full block
idle
do_wp
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no more
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read_fifo_delay
num_finalize
steps_left = 0
Figure 5.4: State diagram of the modified PHASH control unit for hardware
XilFATFS library. It was used to obtain internally generated test data that would also be
used to verify the functionality of the implementations. Further details pertaining to the
tests will be provided in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Testing procedures and results
This chapter describes the testing procedures used in order to verify correct functionality
of all simulation and hardware implementations. All obtained results are also presented.
Throughout the implementation process many unit tests were performed to verify the
functionality of individual components. The correct operation of these components was
verified simply by looking at the resulting simulation waveforms. As more components
were implemented more complex testing was performed containing several of these com-
ponents. At this point looking at the simulation waveforms became a tedious process, so
several testbenches were created in order to facilitate the integration testing. Testbenches
were also used to test the final simulation implementations. To test hardware implementa-
tions the actual results obtained were compared to values produced by external C programs.
One of the goals of this work was to compare the SHA-512 and Whirlpool implementa-
tions to those currently published in the literature. Yet, another goal was to demonstrate the
implementations of SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH on a Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA to verify
functionality in hardware. Another goal was to determine the maximum possible through-
put PHASH can achieve targeted for the state-of-the-art Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA. Post PAR
timing results were used to determine the maximum achievable throughput. A comparison
of the SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH algorithms targeted for the Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA
was also performed.
Xilinx ISE 9.2.04i and Xilinx EDK 9.2.02 were used to obtain all results. Xilinx ISE
was used to perform synthesis and to obtain post PAR timing information as well as to
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generate post PAR simulation models. Various combinations of synthesis, map and PAR
options were used in order to obtain the maximum throughput for each hashing function.
Xilinx EDK was used in order to create the hybrid FPGA systems to verify functionality of
all hashing algorithms in hardware.
6.1 Testing VHDL models
A testbench has been written to test each VHDL model. The diagram depicting the structure
of the testbenches used is shown in Figure 6.1.
Input File
test_data.txt
UUT
(SHA-512, 
Whirlpool, 
PHASH)
Compare HashesNumber of Blocks
Data to Hash
Known Hash Value
Computed Hash Pass / Fail
Figure 6.1: Structure of testbenches used to test SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH implementations
The testbench is responsible for reading pre-padded data to be hashed from a file, send-
ing the data at the appropriate time, as well as comparing the obtained hash to a known
value. The input file read by the testbench contains groups of three lines. The first line
specifies the number of blocks of data to be hashed. The second line contains the actual
pre-padded data to be hashed and the last line contains a known value for the given data.
Multiple tests can be included in the same input file. All values are written in hexadecimal
notation. The input files were generated using external C programs. These files were then
processed by the hashing algorithm in order to verify their correctness.
The SHA-512 and Whirlpool test data consists of 240 tests, starting with 20 bytes of
data and incrementing by 20 bytes for each consecutive test, for a total of 4800 bytes. The
PHASH test data consists of three separate tests. The first consists of 128 test cases. The
first case ensures only a single block is hashed, and each consecutive test hashes an extra
block. As a result 128 tests ranging from a single block to 128 blocks are performed. The
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second test consists of hashing 256 and 257 data blocks. These block counts represent the
transition between the first and second reduction levels. The final test consists of hashing
65536 and 65537 blocks. These block counts represent the transition between the second
and third reduction levels.
6.2 Testing hardware implementations
In order to test the hardware implementations several binary data files as well as internally
generated data was used. The binary data files varied in size from approximately 5 KB to
105 KB. These files were transferred to the CF card and were accessible by the PowerPC.
A software application read the contents of the file and performed message padding on
the appropriate data. Next, the padded message was transferred into the write FIFOs on the
FPGA. Finally the run signal was asserted and the processing started. Once the done signal
was asserted the resulting hash value was read out over the data bus. This hash was output
to the terminal and was compared against the hash generated by an external C program.
The internally generated data consisted of three sets of tests. The first two sets consisted
of a variable number of 00x and FFx bytes in a single data block. The first test consisted
of only a single 00x and FFx byte, respectively. The other tests added an additional byte,
up to a certain point. For SHA-512 a total of 111 tests were done for each case. This
number represents the maximum number of bytes in a single data block. Using 112 bytes
would require a second block. For Whirlpool 31 tests were done and for PHASH 95 tests
were done. The final test set using internally generated data consisted of computing the
hash of a variable number of bytes. The first test consisted of a single byte of data and
consecutive tests added one additional byte. The arbitrary limit of 2048 bytes was used
for all three hashing functions. The procedure for obtaining the resulting hashes of the
internally generated data was the same as for the binary data files.
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6.3 SHA-512 and Whirlpool comparison
The SHA-512 implementation most comparable to the one in this work is described in [12].
It is a basic implementation targeted for the XC2V2000B-F957 FPGA. It is not unrolled
and uses a single BlockRAM to store Kt constants. The SHA-512 implementation in this
work was targeted for this FPGA and post PAR timing results were obtained. These results
are summarized in Table 6.1.
Implementation CLB Slices Frequency Throughput
(MHz) (Mbps)
This work 2242 87.72 1123
McEvoy et al [12] 2726 109.03 1329
Table 6.1: Comparison of SHA-512 implementations for the XC2V2000B-F957 FPGA
Both implementations are close in terms of performance. The implementation in this
work requires less CLB slices, however it also operates at a lower frequency. On the other
hand, the implementation in [12] requires a greater number of CLB slices and as a result it
operates at a higher frequency. The number of CLB slices required per 1 Mbps of through-
put is 1.97 and 2.05 for the implementation in this work and in [12], respectively. This
metric shows that both implementations are very close in terms of performance.
The two Whirlpool implementations that are most comparable to the ones in this work
are described in [14]. One implementation uses BlockRAM to implement the non-linear
stage γ and the other implements it using mini S-boxes placed in distributed RAM. These
implementations were all targeted for the Virtex-4 LX100 FPGA and post PAR timing
results were obtained. These results are summarized in Table 6.2.
Implementation CLB Slices Frequency Throughput
(MHz) (Mbps)
This work (BlockRAM) 5006 128.57 6583
McLoone et al [14] (BlockRAM) 4956 91.37 4896
This work (Distributed RAM) 6377 131.89 6753
McLoone et al [14] (Distributed RAM) 7507 93.56 4790
Table 6.2: Comparison of Whirlpool implementations for the Virtex-4 LX100 FPGA
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The BlockRAM implementation in this work achieves better performance over the one
presented in [14]. The difference between the number of required CLB slices in the two
implementations is negligible. However the implementation in this work operates at a
much higher frequency and as a result the throughput is increased. The implementation in
this work requires only 0.76 CLB slices per 1 Mbps of throughput, whereas in [14] 1.01
CLB slices are required to achieve 1 Mbps of throughput. According to this metric the
implementation in this work is over 30% more efficient than the one in [14].
The distributed RAM implementation in this work also achieves better performance
over a similar one in [14]. It requires a considerably lower amount of CLB slices and it
operates at a significantly higher frequency. As a result, it also achieves a much higher
throughput. The implementation in this work requires only 0.95 CLB slices per 1 Mbps of
throughput, whereas in [14] 1.56 CLB slices are required to achieve 1 Mbps of throughput.
According to this metric the implementation in this work is over 60% more efficient than
the published one.
6.4 SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH implementations for
the Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA
The SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH implementations in this work were also targeted for
the Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA. This FPGA was used in order to verify functionality of the algo-
rithms in hardware. Before being used in the actual hardware, post PAR simulations were
performed in order to verify functionality. Next, post PAR timing results were obtained
to determine the maximum achievable throughput on this FPGA. The post PAR results
obtained are shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 includes two SHA-512, six Whirlpool and two PHASH configurations. Only
two PHASH configurations were obtained because the Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA does not have
sufficient resources for a PHASH implementation using 4 W cipher instances.
Both SHA-512 implementations require approximately the same number of CLB slices
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Algorithm Configuration CLB Slices Frequency Throughput
(MHz) (Mbps)
SHA-512 Distributed RAM 2073 106.65 1365
SHA-512 BlockRAM 1917 103.17 1321
Whirlpool 1 6605 122.09 6251
Whirlpool 2 6597 123.50 6323
Whirlpool 3 7327 105.28 5390
Whirlpool 4 7937 112.38 5754
Whirlpool 5 4833 138.96 7115
Whirlpool 6 3914 137.08 7018
PHASH 1 W instance 11010 126.71 11353
PHASH 2 W instances 16901 124.24 22264
Table 6.3: SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH implementations for the Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA
and operate at approximately the same frequency. As a result the difference between their
maximum throughputs is negligible. All Whirlpool implementations require between 4000
and 8000 CLB slices to implement and operate at a frequency range between 105 and 140
MHz. The least efficient implementation still attains a throughput of over 5 Gbps.
The W cipher instances used within PHASH require a considerable amount of re-
sources. This increase in resources enables PHASH to achieve a very high throughput.
In order to implement PHASH using such instances high-end and therefore more expen-
sive, FPGAs are required. The reason so many resources are required is because these
implementations operate on entire 512-bit data blocks at once. In other words, the data
path width is 512 bits. As a result a large amount of data is processed in a single cycle,
thereby increasing throughput.
In order to choose the best W cipher implementation the results obtained from the
Whirlpool implementations will be used. The W cipher is the core of the Whirlpool hashing
algorithm and as a result it requires a majority of FPGA resources to implement. Therefore
it was assumed that the most efficient Whirlpool implementation also contains the most
efficient W cipher implementation.
Currently there exist two published Whirlpool implementations designed using a smaller
data path width. The implementation in [18] is designed using a 64-bit data path width. The
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implementation in [3] is designed using an 8-bit data path width. These implementations
were optimized for area rather than throughput and as a result require less resources to
implement, at the cost of decreased throughput. A summary of these implementations is
shown in Table 6.4. The resources required to implement Whirlpool (Configuration 1 as
shown in Table 4.1) that uses a 512-bit data path width are also included for comparison.
Data path width CLB Slices Frequency Throughput
(bits) (MHz) (Mbps)
8 [3] 376 214.00 81.5
64 [18] 1456 131.00 382
512 6605 122.09 6251
Table 6.4: Whirlpool implementations using different data path widths
By doing a purely theoretical analysis it can be seen that the two area optimized im-
plementations would not be suitable to use as a replacement of the 512-bit data path width
implementation when aiming for high throughput. In order to achieve the throughput of
the implementation in this work approximately 77 instances of the 8-bit data path width
and 17 instances of the 64-bit data path width implementations would be required. A to-
tal of 28952 and 24752 CLB slices would be required to realize these implementations,
respectively.
The PHASH throughput for a given configuration depends on the total amount of data
being processed, since there is an additional W cipher invocation every 256 blocks pro-
cessed. In addition a variable number of W cipher invocations occur during the compu-
tation of the final hash. Since PHASH is aimed at achieving high performance it will be
assumed that mainly large files will be hashed. As a result the average number of W cipher
invocations to process a block tends to 1 if the size of the file is sufficiently large. So all
stated PHASH throughputs are based on the processing of a single block of data using a
single W cipher instance.
In order to achieve the highest throughput with PHASH, the most efficient W cipher
implementation should be used. As a result Configuration 5 of the W cipher in Whirlpool
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should be used as it achieves the highest throughput. The reason for such a high through-
put is that this implementations utilizes 64 BlockRAMs. This allows for a decrease in CLB
slice usage since the non-linear stage γ is now implemented in BlockRAMs as opposed to
distributed RAM. Therefore, a PHASH implementation using a single W cipher instance
requires 64 BlockRAMs and if two W cipher instances are used 128 BlockRAMs are re-
quired. The Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA contains a total of 232 BlockRAMs. A majority of these
BlockRAMs were used in order to implement the FIFOs used to buffer data as well as for
several other components of the system and as a result less than 128 BlockRAMs were
available for general use.
In order to avoid over-mapping the BlockRAMs, a W cipher implementation which
does not use any BlockRAMs will be used. This means that Configuration 1 and Con-
figuration 2 are the next best candidates. Since these configurations are very close to one
another in terms of performance post PAR timing reports for PHASH using both configu-
rations were obtained. The PHASH results shown in Table 6.3 are for the implementation
using Configuration 2 as it was able to achieve a higher throughput than Configuration 1.
Both PHASH implementations require a significantly greater amount of CLB slices to
implement than Whirlpool but they also provide a much higher throughput. PHASH with
a single W cipher instance achieves a throughput over 11 Gbps. The implementation using
two instances scales very well as it achieves almost exactly twice the throughput over the
single instance implementation.
In addition to obtaining maximum throughput information for all implementations on
this FPGA, the post PAR timing information shows that all implementations can operate
at a frequency greater than 100 MHz. This allowed the actual hardware system to operate
the data bus at a common frequency of 100 MHz, without the need to operate at the next
lowest allowable frequency of 66.67 MHz.
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6.5 Hardware verification
A total of 10 hardware systems were created, two for SHA-512, six for Whirlpool and two
for PHASH. These correspond to the different configurations possible for each algorithm.
The generated bitstreams were then programmed onto the FPGA and the appropriate soft-
ware application was executed by the embedded PowerPC processor. By comparing the
generated output to the expected output the results were identical. This completed the
hardware verification procedure.
6.6 PHASH throughput for the Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA
In order to choose the most efficient W cipher implementation to use in PHASH on the
Virtex-5 LX330, the same type of analysis was carried out as for the Virtex-4 FX60 FPGA.
The post PAR timing results for SHA-512 and Whirlpool are shown in Table 6.5. The
SHA-512 results are included for completeness.
Algorithm Configuration Registers LUTs LUT-FF Slices Usage Frequency Throughput
Pairs (%) (MHz) (Mbps)
SHA-512 DRAM 1495 2876 3023 1039 2 140.37 1797
SHA-512 BRAM 1502 2768 2891 1102 2 142.88 1829
Whirlpool 1 3609 9745 10152 3217 6 156.27 8001
Whirlpool 2 3694 9055 9453 2892 5 162.34 8312
Whirlpool 3 3507 10624 10914 3232 6 153.85 7877
Whirlpool 4 2777 9654 9908 3190 6 161.29 8258
Whirlpool 5 2173 6550 6821 2144 4 131.58 6737
Whirlpool 6 2173 5762 6188 2100 4 135.14 6919
Table 6.5: SHA-512 and Whirlpool implementations for the Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA
The device usage information for the Virtex 5 family of FPGAs is more detailed than
that of the previous Virtex families. Individual register and LUT usage is provided as well
as a count of the LUT-FF pairs. A LUT-FF pair represents one LUT paired with one flip-
flop within a slice. The % usage is given in terms of the total number of slices used. It
is important to note that a slice in the Virtex-5 family differs from a slice in the Virtex-4
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family so as a result these values cannot be compared across these two FPGA families. A
Virtex-5 slices contains more resources than a Virtex-4 slice.
In order to achieve the highest throughput with PHASH, the most efficient W cipher
implementation should be used. As a result Configuration 2 and 4 are the best candidates.
Since these configurations are very close to one another in terms of performance post PAR
timing reports for PHASH using both configurations were obtained. The results shown
in Table 6.6 are for the implementation using Configuration 2 as it was able to achieve a
higher throughput than Configuration 4.
A total of 5 PHASH implementations were generated using 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 instances
of the W cipher, respectively. Post PAR timing results were used to obtain the minimum
clock period of each implementation. Using this information the maximum throughput was
calculated. A simulation model was also generated for each post PAR implementation to
verify its functionality. A summary of the results is shown in Table 6.6.
W cipher Registers LUTs LUT-FF Slices Usage Speedup Frequency Throughput
instances Pairs (%) Factor (MHz) (Mbps)
1 6696 13445 13770 4469 8 1.00 168.07 15059
2 8152 22194 23105 8031 15 1.92 161.29 28903
4 16491 41620 43141 13537 26 3.69 155.04 55566
8 29670 75389 78782 24427 47 6.70 140.85 100958
16 42362 149018 152402 44344 84 12.13 127.39 182624
Table 6.6: PHASH implementations for the Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA
The speedup factor represents the efficiency at which the implementation scales. The
throughput obtained with a single W cipher instance is used as the baseline and therefore
its speedup factor is 1.00. The maximum theoretical speedup factor would be equal to the
number of W cipher instances used.
A graph of maximum frequency versus the number of W cipher instances is shown in
Figure 6.2.
The thicker line represents the actual obtained data, and the thinner line represents a
logarithmic trend line. This graph allows extrapolation of maximum frequency for imple-
mentations using more than 16 instances of the W cipher. Using the obtained trend line a
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Figure 6.2: Maximum frequency versus number of W cipher instances in PHASH
maximum frequency of 120.00 MHz can be computed when using 32 such instances. This
frequency translates to a throughput of over 344 Gbps. The data shows that the PHASH
algorithm scales very well as the number of instances are increased. Using a single Virtex-5
LX330 FPGA a throughput of over 182 Gbps can be achieved.
A graph of the maximum throughput of all three algorithms targeted for the Virtex-5
LX330 FPGA is shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Maximum throughput of SHA-512, Whirlpool and PHASH for the Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA
The SHA-512 implementation requires 0.58 slices per 1 Mbps of throughput, whereas
the Whirlpool implementation only requires 0.35 slices per 1 Mbps of throughput. Not
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only is the PHASH implementation more efficient in terms of throughput but also in terms
of the number of slices per 1 Mbps of throughput. A PHASH implementation with a single
W cipher instance requires only 0.30 slices per 1 Mbps of throughput. The remaining
implementations require between 0.28 and 0.24 slices per Mbps. The reason why this ratio
decreases as the number of instances increases is because the first W cipher instance in
each implementation requires the data mux component, whereas the remaining instances
do not need it. Increasing the number of instances diminishes the effect of the additional
resources required to implement the data mux component.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
This work contains a thorough presentation of several implementations of SHA-512 and
Whirlpool as published in the literature. Using the information obtained from the literature
several SHA-512 and Whirlpool implementations were realized as part of this work. These
implementations were compared and contrasted to currently existing ones. In addition, the
W cipher configurations in this work were investigated further in order to determine the
most suitable one for use in the parallelizable hashing function, PHASH.
The PHASH implementations were targeted for the state-of-the-art Virtex-5 LX330
FPGA in order to demonstrate the maximum achievable throughput of the parallelizable
hashing function, PHASH. Post PAR timing information was used to compute the max-
imum throughput for five PHASH implementations, each using a different number of W
cipher instances. It was shown that PHASH can achieve a throughput over 15 Gbps using
a single W cipher instance. The PHASH algorithm was able to achieve a throughput over
182 Gbps when using a total of 16 such instances.
Several assumptions were made during the implementation of PHASH in order to fa-
cilitate the development process. Future work should include removing most, if not all,
of these assumptions in order to create a less constrained implementation. The first step
of this process would require the final PHASH draft to be used, as the draft used for the
implementation in this work was not finalized. The most noticeable restriction in this im-
plementation of PHASH is that the number of W cipher instances used is required to be a
power of 2. If a new implementation were to remove this restriction and allow an arbitrary
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number of W cipher instances to be used, several more instances would be able to fit onto
the Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA. This would easily push the maximum achievable throughput to
over 200 Gbps for this device.
The amount of data the hardware systems in this work are capable of hashing is limited
by the amount of BlockRAMs available on the given FPGA. Future works can establish a
more robust communication protocol between the PowerPC and the FIFO buffers located
on the FPGA in order to accommodate an unlimited amount of data for processing.
None of the implementations in this work include a padder. However by using a hybrid
FPGA the padding can be performed in software. Future implementations can include an
optional implementation of the padder if a hybrid FPGA is not available in order to provide
a more complete system.
The implementation in this work restricts the maximum number of reduction levels in
PHASH to three. Future implementations can remove this restriction in order to provide an
implementation that is as close to the specification as possible.
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